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Summary

The human phenotype is a result of the interactions of environmental factors with genetic

ones. Some environmental factors such as the human gut microbiota composition and the

related metabolic functions are known to impact human health and were put in correlation

with the development of different diseases. Most importantly, disentangling the metabolic

role played by these factors is crucial to understanding the pathogenesis of complex and mul-

tifactorial diseases, such as Parkinson’s Disease. Microbial community sequencing became

the standard investigation technique to highlight emerging microbial patterns associated with

different health states. However, even if highly informative, such technique alone is only

able to provide limited information on possible functions associated with specific microbial

communities composition. The integration of a systems biology computational modeling

approach termed constraint-based modeling with sequencing data (whole genome sequenc-

ing, and 16S rRNA gene sequencing), together with the deployment of advanced statistical

techniques (machine learning), helps to elucidate the metabolic role played by these environ-

mental factors and the underlying mechanisms.

The first goal of this PhD thesis was the development and deployment of specific methods

for the integration of microbial abundance data (coming frommicrobial community sequenc-

ing) into constraint-based modeling, and the analysis of the consequent produced data. The

result was the implementation of a new automated pipeline, connecting all these different

methods, through which the study of the metabolism of different gut microbial communi-

ties was enabled. Second, I investigated possible microbial differences between a cohort a

Parkinson’s disease patients and controls. I discovered microbial and metabolic changes in

Parkinson’s disease patients and their relative dependence on several physiological covariates,

therefore exposing possible mechanisms of pathogenesis of the disease.
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2 SUMMARY

Overall, the work presented in this thesis represents method development for the inves-

tigation of before unexplored functional metabolic consequences associated with microbial

changes of the human gutmicrobiotawith a focus on specific complex diseases such as Parkin-

son’s disease. The consequently formulated hypothesis could be experimentally validated

and could represent a starting point to envision possible clinical interventions.



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Human gut microbiota composition and health

The human gut microbiota is composed by an ensemble of trillions of microorganisms of

different species living in the human gut: these microorganisms complement the host with

essential functions forming, together with it, a superorganism [189, 65, 165, 60, 169].Thanks

to advance in genomic sequencing technologies and several cohort studies carried by different

investigators and big consortia (MetaHit and HMP), our knowledge on the human gut micro-

biota greatly improved in the last years [57, 65]. The human gut microbiota is principally

colonized by organisms of the taxa of Bacteroides or Firmicutes [187] and its composition

was found to strongly differ between individuals [187]. Nonetheless to this day, the presence

of three microbial enterotypes has been identified: one mainly dominated by Prevotellaceae

the others by Bacteroides or Ruminococcus [10]. However, diet, ethnic group, type of birth,

genetic background, and lifestyle (usage of antibiotics, drugs, ext.) are all factors known to

influence the microbiota composition [200].

The establishment of a human gut microbial community is a progressive process [141].

Independently of whether the amniotic liquid would be sterile or not, still an argument of

active discussion [98], after a phase of initial colonization by aerobic bacteria, anaerobic ones

start their colonization process creating anaerobic dominant microbial communities [141].

The initial colonization process is highly dependent on the delivery mode, with naturally

born infants microbiomes dominated mostly by vaginally present microbes in opposition

3
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with c-section ones dominated by skin microbes [5, 52]. Overall, the gut microbiota is

known to change its composition and richness during the first years of life converging to a

more stable composition in adulthood under the effect of the different aforementioned factors

[5, 107, 190]. Finally, studies on cohorts of elderly people [42] demonstrated a loss of mi-

crobial diversity with changes in the ratio Bacteroidetes Firmicutes, a decreased presence of

bifidobacteria, and bigger microbial compositional variations between elderly people com-

pared to the younger controls [42]. Furthermore, the use of antibiotics is known to impact

microbial compositions being associated with a decrease in bacterial diversity and with re-

duced resistance to colonization by other species [48, 97, 175]. The usage of antibiotics is

suspected to increase the pool of antibiotic-resistant genes [171].

The crucial role of the human gut microbiota for its host homeostasis is nowadays widely

recognized and several studies have associated different diseases (such as obesity, diabetes,

irritable bowel disease, colorectal cancer, ext.) with changes of the human gut microbiota

composition [43]. Diet also has an important role, being able to impact the humanmetabolism

and the gut microbiota composition [188]. More specifically, loss or gain of the diversity of

gut microbiota composition as a consequence of different diets and lifestyles are associated

with different diseases such as allergy or atopic diseases [146], enrichment of specific taxa

with dysmetabolism and insulin resistance [152], and higher presence of specific families

such as fusobacteriaceae with colorectal cancer (CRC) [108, 156]. By consequence, a classi-

fier based on microbial abundance has been proved to be able to identify CRC patients from

healthy controls [205]: the accuracy was the same as the fecal occult blood test (FOBT)

which is currently used to diagnose CRC [205]. Moreover, corroborating the role of lifestyle

in shaping the human gut microbiota, it has been shown that athletes host different microbial

compositions then sedentary people [15]. The ratio Bacteroides Firmicutes results altered

in obese people with a strong link between human gut microbiota composition and gain of

weight also demonstrated by in vivo studies [187]. The existence of an obese enterotype

was proved with fecal microbiota transplants (FMTs), transplants from obese mice donors

lead to gain in weight in germ-free (GF) mice in contrast to what was happening when the

microbiota from lean ones was transplanted in GF [187].
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The human gut microbiota has many functions form energy related to helping the devel-

opment of the host immune system and forms with the human host many so-called axes [130].

Interestingly, one of the main functions of the human gut microbiota is related to metabolic

capabilities and the metabolic axis: a bi-directional interaction between several microbial

communities and the human host with microbial species being able to modulate and, in some

cases, enrich metabolic reactions and metabolic pathways of the human [43]. Several bacte-

rial species, for example, are able to transform indigestible dietary fibers, which would not

be metabolized by the host, into beneficial compounds such as butyrate and other short-chain

fatty acids (SCFAs) that can be later on uptaken by enterocyte cells [195]. These compounds

can benefit the host with different mechanisms such as, improving glucose tolerance, modu-

lating the immune response and appetite (via leptin secretion) [202]. Butyrate, especially, is

known for being a beneficial compound given, for example, its anti-inflammatory properties

and its excellent usage as an energy source by colonocytes [66, 26, 135, 195]. Many diseases

have been correlated with a lack of butyrate such as irritable bowel disease (IBD) [197].

Additionally, the human gut microbiota has been identified as a possible source of B vitamins

[111]. Moreover, many compounds produced by the metabolism of microbial species or used

as signaling compounds (ex: quorum sensing) by thesemicrobial communities can be uptaken

by the host and influence cognition process through the gut-brain axis [123]. Examples of

such compounds include neurotransmitters and precursors such as catecholamine, serotonin,

and tryptophan [137]. These metabolites can impact the host using different possible ways,

locally using host receptors, endocrinaly (portal vein), and in a neurocrine way through the

vagus nerve. Gamma-aminobutyrate (GABA) is an excellent example of that as different

studies investigated its role in emotion and pathologies such as major depressive disorder

[173].

1.1.1 The human gut microbiota and Parkinson’s Disease

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a complex disease where the final result is given by the inter-

action of genetic factors with environmental ones [99]. While several studies were able to

elucidate the role of genetic factors in the pathogenesis of the disease [129, 136, 109] the

role and the contribution of different environmental factors are still not fully characterized.
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Environmental factors have a high impact on the development of the disease, for example,

exposure of humans to certain pesticides has been positively associated with PD [178]. As an

example, gut intake of a pesticide, known as rotenone, has been proved to be able to produce

neurodegeneration and symptoms similar to the ones present in PD on animal models [143].

The gut is thought to play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of PD: the connection between

the human gut and the development of Parkinson’s disease is explained by the Braak staging

system [28, 29]. The encephalic nerve number X, also known as "nervus vagus," which orig-

inates in the mesencephalon and has parasympathetic control over a big number of organs

(heart, lungs, gut, ext.), represents a physical link between the human gut, the enteric nervous

system (ENS) and the central nervous system (CNS). The current opinion is that the neurode-

generation associated with the development of the disease might start in the olfactory bulb as

well as in the enteric nervous system, and from there, passing from the dorsal motor nucleus

of the vagus nerve, backpropagate to the CNS [28, 29]. As a matter of fact, alpha-Synuclein

was found in the peripheral nervous system (PNS) of the gut and proved able to spread from

ENS to CNS [62]. An increased gut permeability (regulated by enteric glial cells) positively

correlated with intestinal levels of alpha-synuclein [62]. Notably, confirming the involvement

of the gut organ, nonmotor symptoms of Parkinson disease such as constipation [56, 40],

can proceed of many years (over decades) the motor symptoms [1, 38], that become evident

when great part of the dopaminergic neurons have been through the neurodegenerative phase

[7]. Additional studies on autopsies of people with reported constipation in their late years of

life showed the presence of Lewy bodies in the substantia nigra even though no evidence of

parkinsonism or dementia was reported [2, 148]. Finally, it has been proved that individuals

with reduced bowel movements (less than one per day) were at higher risk of developing the

disease, with constipation being also the possible consequence of neurodegeneration of ENS

[149].

Recent studies [21, 83, 162, 14, 87, 91, 102] (Figure 4.5) have also shown an altered gut

composition in the presence of Parkinson’s disease. The first study that found alterations

in the human gut microbial composition was conducted on a cohort of 144 individuals (72

patients and 72 controls) using 16S rRNA gene sequencing, and identified a reduction of

77.5 % of Prevotellaceae in PD patients [162]. Another of these studies [21] was realized
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conducting whole genome sequencing on stool samples of a population composed of 59

males, in the same range of age, early diagnosticated, and naive from any levodopa treatment.

Different abundances of Verrucomircobiaceae (Akkermanisa muciniphila), Firmicutes, Pre-

votellaceae, and Eryspelotrychaceae were found between healthy controls and PDs [21].

Many of these findings were also reported by the other studies before mentioned conducted

with 16S rRNA sequencing of stool samples [83, 162, 14, 87, 91, 102]. Among all the reports,

increased abundance of Lacotbaicllaceae and Verucomicrobiaceae were the most common

findings.

In conclusion, an altered composition of the human gut microbiota was found in PD

patients including early stage and levodopa naive ones. However, if many of the conducted

studies (Figure 4.5) seem to partially overlap in their conclusions contributing to the rising

of an overall common picture, the average small number of sample size and the variety in

the methods used, such as different primers in 16S rRNA gene sequencing, make results

difficult to compare. Furthermore, little attention was given, so far, to the functional aspect

of the matter. Further studies will need to focus on bigger number of patients, more complex

cohorts, and on the functional detail.

1.2 Sequencing of microbial communities

Microbial sequencing became a key tool to understand microbial compositions of samples.

Depending on the investigator’s needs, targeted or untargeted approaches can be used. Quan-

titative PCR is a targeted approach and can be used to quantify one or a short a series of

selected microorganisms and among its advantages cheapness and simplicity are enumerated

[41]. Untargeted techniques are more expensive but they aim at giving more comprehensive

information on microbial communities compositions and, depending on the cases, function-

alities. In untargeted techniques, the main objective of sequencing is to retrieve the microbial

composition of specific samples [199]. To this day, twomain untargeted techniques have been

used: whole-genome sequencing (WGS), and marker gene analysis, such as 16S ribosomal

RNA (rRNA) gene sequencing [41].
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Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) marked the birth of metagenomics which is a disci-

pline that studies genomic sequence obtained from any specific environment [199]. In WGS,

all the extracted DNA from a sample is sequenced obtaining short reads. These reads can

be assembled into contigs which are longer sequences that, according to the case, are long

enough to also cover complete operons or gene coding regions. The process of “joining”

these reads, extending longer sequences (contigs), is called assembly. Assemblies can be

obtained via comparison to a reference genome or de novo. Reference assemblers that can

construct contigs mapping reads onto a reference genomes and are faster but limited by the

available reference genomes and their quality, while de novo assemblers, not being limited by

a comparison with a reference database, can be used to discover novel organisms [127] but are

more computationally expensive [41]. Finally, different contigs can be aligned and merged to

form long continuous DNA sequences named scaffolds during a step called scaffolding [41].

The last essential step to obtain taxonomic classification is called binning. During this step,

through dedicated software, either on the base of their DNA composition (TETRA, Kraken)

[199, 179], either on the base of gene homology (MetaPhlAn2) [185] reds or assembled

contigs are grouped together by their likely host genomes, assigning taxonomy.

Marker gene analysis, commonly using 16S rRNA gene amplicons, representing the other

commonly used untargeted method, has its rationale in sequencing only a specific gene in-

stead than attempting to sequence all the possible genes [41]. The 16S ribosomal RNA is

composed by nine variable regions and in 16S rRNA gene sequencing multiple variable re-

gions of the 16S rRNA gene are sequenced [41]. After preprocessing, reads can be clustered

in Operational Taxonomic Units (OTUs): sequences that have a similarity score higher than

97% and used to classify closely related individuals. This clustering can be de novo or can

happen through the usage of specific reference databases [41]. After the previous steps,

different classifiers can be then used to assign taxonomy to the different OTUs or sequences

[41]. To obtain taxonomic classification reference amplicon databases are needed such as

SILVA [153], Greengenes [47], and RDP [121], and among the most common classifiers,

Mothur [163] and RDP-Classifier [196] can provide taxonomic classification to the family

and occasionally genus level, while other classifiers such as SPINGO [8] and UTAX [55] can

provide species-level taxonomic classification. As sequencing errors are likely to affect OTU
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clustering alternatives are available [41]: DADA2 [34] can offer a full workflow from quality

filtering to taxonomic classification without the usage of OTUs. Besides DADA2, several

other pipelines such as MeFit [145], QIIME [35] and Mothour [163] exist and can provide,

combining different tools, many bioinformatics operations for marker gene analysis.

In conclusion, microbial sequencing is essential for understanding microbial presence

and composition in different samples. Different techniques exist and WGS and marker gene

analysis can both provide very useful insights. Both techniques have their pros and cons,

for example, marker gene analysis has the benefit of being cheaper than WGS in terms of

sequencing costs, easier to process, and less computational expensive allowing the possibility

of screening big cohorts. However, this approach is limited in taxonomic resolution and faces

other issues related to copy number [4], given that organisms have multiple copies of the

marker gene. Moreover, the presence of possible targets of different regions, made, over the

years, results from different investigations difficult to compare [41]. On the other hand, WGS

techniques provide a better taxonomic resolution and the possibility of conducting functional

analysis on the basis of the sequenced genes but are expensive in terms of sequencing and

computational effort. Anyhow, the availability of microbial sequencing data and related

cohort studies posed the basis for the development of methodologies to functionally ana-

lyze and understand enumerative information coming from the sequencing. In this regard,

metabolic modeling represents an attractive possibility to add the functional dimension to

these microbial sequencing datasets.

1.3 Reconstruction of Genome-scale metabolic networks

(GEMs)

A genome-scale metabolic reconstruction consists of the list of all the reactions with related

stoichiometry and directionality that are known to be happening in an organism [138]. As a

matter of fact, from the genomic annotation for each gene and the corresponding enzyme/s is

possible to obtain a list of the reactions coded by different genes (Figure 1.1A). These different

reactions can be connected together creating a network representing the metabolism of a spe-
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cific organism (Figure 1.1B)[138]. Several tools (kbase, ModelSEED) to this day, allow the

automated creation of “draft” metabolic reconstructions from specific genomes of eukaryotes

or prokaryotes [9, 37, 50]. However, such automated networks are not immune to problems

related to genome annotation databases [61] and many times cannot cover organism-specific

properties such as directionality of reactions and cofactor utilization [180]. Therefore a phase

of manual curation has to be carried to reconstruct high-quality prokaryotic and eukaryotic

metabolic networks and a dedicated protocol exists for several years [180]. Recent advances

[117] were able to semi-automate part of the process which was summed up in a protocol and

consists of five steps [180]: 1) Draft reconstruction 2) Refinement of the reconstruction 3)

Conversion of reconstruction into computable format 4) Network evaluation 5) Data assembly

and dissemination. The COBRA Toolbox [84] is a MATLAB toolbox providing the tools

required for this process. The first four steps are continuously reiterated until the metabolic

predictions match the phenotypic characteristics of the organism. During the first step, start-

ing from the genome of an organism and through the usage of specific biochemical databases,

a draft reconstruction is obtained (Figure 1.1A). The second phase involves the curation of

the retrieved network using the available literature [180]. The retrieved metabolic functions

need an individual evaluation. This is needed considering that i) not all the annotations have

high confidence scores, and ii) the organism-unspecificity of most biochemical databases that

might enumerate enzyme activities proper of different organisms instead of only the ones

that are present in the target organism [180]. In fact, using the lowest confidence score,

it is possible to use phylogenetically close organisms to fill possible metabolic functions,

whenever information of the specific organism is not available [180]. The second phase also

includes metabolites formula charging, checks, and formulations on substrate and cofactors

usage, reaction stoichiometry and directionality, biomass reactions, and medium growth re-

quirements [180]. The third step is automated through the use of the available functions in

the COBRA Toolbox [84] and involves loading the reconstruction into MATLAB, setting

an objective function, and transforming the reconstructions into a condition-specific ones

setting specific simulation constraints (see chapter on “Flux Balance Analysis” section 1.4)

[138, 180]. The metabolic content of the reconstruction is computationally converted into

the stoichiometric matrix (S matrix, Figure 1.1C) [138]. In the S matrix rows represent the

metabolic content of the reconstruction while each column a different reaction. The S matrix
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is not a binarymatrix and each row entry can have a positive or negative value according to the

stoichiometry of each reaction and its directionality. The fourth step “consists of the network

verification, evaluation, and validation” [180]. During this phase, an extensive gap-filling

process is carried and metabolic dead ends are identified. Gaps are filled through litera-

ture knowledge, genome re-annotation and for modeling purposes (e.g.,when a metabolite

is essential for the biomass production) assigning to the functionality the lowest confidence

score [180]. Moreover, the production of all the biomass precursors is checked and enforced

when needed [180]. Finally, predicted physiological properties are compared with observed

properties testing the reconstruction accuracy [180].

GEMs can be reconstructed for prokaryotes as well as for eukaryotes. One of the main

differences is the number of compartments present. Two main compartments are gener-

ally present in reconstructions of prokaryotes an extracellular one and an intracellular one.

Compounds uptake rates recapitulating utilization of carbon sources and media needs to be

set through setting boundaries of some specific reactions called exchange reactions [138].

Metabolites can be uptaken in the extracellular environment and then, through the addition

of some transport reactions, can be transported in the intracellular compartment where most

of almost the entirety of the metabolic reactions can happen [138]. Eukaryotic cells maintain

a similar structure, but additional compartments are present, representing the different or-

ganelles present in the cell. Recon is a global human metabolic model recapitulating human

metabolism and the related properties [53, 33]. Using dedicated algorithms to integrate ex-

perimental data such as transcriptomic data, it can be used as a template to reconstruct tissue-

specific cells [53]. As an example, the algorithm called GIMME has been developed for this

purpose and has been initially used to derive the first human genome-scale metabolic models

for human skeletal muscle cells [20]. Over the years, different tissue-specific models have

been reconstructed and more recently the first two gender-specific whole-body metabolism

(WBM) reconstructions have been reconstructed [181]. Notably, such reconstructions can

integrate different types of data such as dietary, physiological, and omics [181].
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Figure 1.1: Metabolic modeling. A.After the genomic annotation phase, reactions coded by different
genes are identified. B. A network is reconstructed joining metabolites through reactions. C. The
reconstruction is converted into a computational format. Each compound variation over time is given
by the multiplication of S (stoichiometric matrix, representing the stoichiometry of each reaction)
for V (vector of fluxes, representing the velocities at which each reaction happens). D. Flux balance
analysis (FBA) has its basis in the application of three constraints to the reconstruction. E. Phenotypic
predictions concerning the metabolism of a specific organism can be obtained using FBA.

1.4 Flux Balance Analysis

Flux Balance Analysis (FBA) (Figure 1.1D) is a methodology commonly used to study

the metabolism of organisms for which GEMs are available [138]. This method allows the

calculation of the flowofmetabolites in the network allowing predictions on specificmetabolic

capabilities [138]. FBA is based on three assumptions i) Steady-state assumption ii) Lower

and upper bounds definition for each reaction in the network selecting the minimum and

maximum allowable consumption or production rate iii) An objective function for which to

optimize (minimize ormaximize) the system (Figure 1.1D). Asmentioned before, metabolism

can be transformed into a mathematical problem and more specifically into a system of

equations (Figure 1.1C/D) [138]. Each metabolite can be consumed or produced according

to the stoichiometry of the reactions to which it is participating in the network and according
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to the rate (flux) at which each reaction is happening [138]. The first assumption implies

a certain state of disequilibrium, known as steady-state [138], for which no metabolite

can accumulate, therefore forcing each produced metabolite to be consumed. The direct

consequence of this assumption is that metabolites concentration over time does not change

imposing the fact that the multiplication of the stoichiometric matrix S for the vector of

fluxes V (representing the flux of metabolites through the network) has to equal to zero

[138]. Therefore given the aforementioned constraint, the system of equations describing

the metabolism becomes a linear one. The second assumption, defines capacity constraints

that together with the existence of the stoichiometric matrix applied to the network creates

an allowable solution space [138]. Optimizing for an objective function (third assumption)

through themaximization orminimization of the specified objective allows solving the system

of linear equations finding a particular flux vector for which the objective is optimized [138].

While the value of the optimized objective function is unique, in many cases, given the lack

of different information and parameters, there are several possible different flux distributions

allowing that value of objective function [120]. This property is anyhow aligned with the

nature of metabolism and its redundancy, for example, reactions redundancy in pathways

caused by isoenzymes, contributing to organisms robustness [120]. An approach to studying

this redundancy is known as Flux Variability Analysis (FVA) [120]. After selecting a specific

flux value for the primary objective function, each reaction in the network is chosen as

objective function and the system is optimized to minimize and maximize the flux through

that reaction [120]. This operation returns a minimum and maximum allowable value of flux

for each reaction in the network under a specific value of primary objective function [120].

The result, besides enabling the study of the variability of the fluxes through the network,

can be interesting for many purposes, and FVA can be used to predict reactions directionality

or essentiality, as well as blocked reactions in the network (reactions that cannot carry flux

under any condition), and essential nutrients under specific conditions. Different objective

functions can be chosen according to the modeler’s needs and to the need of studying a

specific phenotype of interest, but one of the most common studied phenotypes in prokaryotes

is growth which is recapitulated by the biomass function. The biomass production is defined

as “the rate at which metabolic compounds are converted into biomass constituents such as

nucleic acids, proteins, and lipids” [138]. The biomass composition, enumerating all the
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cellular components (e.g., amino acids, nucleic acids, lipids) needs to be estimated from

experimental measurements or, when not fully possible, extrapolated from the genome [180].

The energy consumed for the biosynthesis of the different molecules can also be added in the

form of consumed ATP (Growth associated ATP maintenance reaction) [180]. As already

mentioned, one of the most intuitive uses of FBA can be to calculate the growth rates of

different organisms under specific conditions. Being able to infer the growth of specific

organisms under different media and conditions is something extremely interesting that can

find immediate usage in many fields such as biotechnology and bioengineering but that can

be used to also validate made predictions. This, in the most immediate way, can be achieved

evaluating the growth of an organism in silico using different carbon sources and comparing it

with in vitro experiments of phenotypic microarray (PM). However, selecting other objective

functions (different from biomass) and using FBA, the production of cofactors and biomass

precursors under specific conditions can also be computed [138]. Interestingly, the impact of

nutrient and media conditions on the achievement of an objective function value, such as for

example, the growth of an organisms, can also be evaluated way changing the conditions of

one nutrient or two nutrients at the time using the techniques called robustness analysis and

phenotypic phase planes [138]. Briefly, for robustness analysis, over different iterations, the

flux through one selected reaction is varied and the objective function value computed as a

function of it, while for phenotypic phase plane analysis the fluxes through two reactions are

varied at the same time [138]. In addition, FBA can also be used to predict gene knockout

impact. Simulating the impact of gene knockouts, as for example constraining the flux of

reactions associated to a specific gene to the value of 0 [138], can be interesting for a plethora

of applications, frompredicting gene essentiality for the growth of an organism, to increase the

yield of a specific metabolite. As explained, different phenotypes can be studied using FBA

and to this day we collected several examples of different applications: from drug discovery

[154] to bioengineering [159] and bioaugmentation. In [154] for example, FBA was used

to identify targets for tuberculosis drug design finding essential genes for the production of

mycolic acids inMycobacterium Tuberculosis and consequently its pathogenicity. In [159] in

silico deletions were used to maximize the production of triacylglycerols production by the

strain Acinetobacter baylyi ADP1. Specifically, four beneficial deletions were selected and

studied experimentally through the construction of knock-out strains (MT), and an increase
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of more than 5.6 fold in the production of triacylglycerols were registered experimentally

confirming what identified in silico [159].

The human gut microbiota can be considered a complex system composed by different

organisms metabolically interacting with each other creating a final state which is a function

of these interactions and not only of the single properties of such organisms [18, 17]. To this

date, given our little knowledge and comprehension of this system, the difficulty of finding

experimental setups to study the properties of the human gut microbiota and its impact on

the host, modeling could play a key role in filling the knowledge gap. Starting from well

studied and defined in vitro and in vivo minimal communities and expanding towards bigger

and less understood human gut microbial communities, metabolic modeling can be used to

predict functional properties associated with specific microbial compositions, understanding

their structure, functioning and their possible impact on health.

1.4.1 Modeling (human gut) microbial communities with constraint-

based modeling

GEMs can be used and, to this date, have been used to study the metabolic properties of the

human gut microbiota. In this regard, the year 2017 was a crucial one for the study of the

human gut microbiota through metabolic modeling. In fact, before that year, less than 20

manually curated metabolic models of key species composing the human gut microbiota were

available [118], while in 2017 AGORA, a collection of over 700metabolic models of the most

commonly found species strains in the human gut was realized . These models were manually

curated integrating knowledge on genomics and on metabolism coming from the literature

[117]. This was not the only case of large production of microbiota GEMswith other attempts

in the latest years. In 2018 Machado et Ali realized CarveMe [116], an automated tool to de-

rive species models from a manually curated “universal” model. CarveMe models performed

closely to manually curated models in terms of gene essentiality prediction and substrate uti-

lization and was used to create 74 metabolic models of human gut microbiota members [116].

Consequently, together with advancements and increased availability of GEMs, also

frameworks for studying the metabolism of microbial communities and possible related
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metabolic interactions were developed (Figure 1.2). One of the first attempts of investigating

the metabolism of microbial communities can be identified with the usage of the “enzyme

soup technique” [106] (Figure 1.2A) where multiple reactions happening in different or-

ganisms are added to one single model. This specific framework deals with a situation of

limited knowledge and the main objective is the study of the overall community metabolic

potential [23]. Individuality is completely lost as there is no attempt to segregate reactions by

species/strains, reactions from different species are connected together forming the so-called

“meta pathways”. Therefore, no information can be provided on the metabolic interactions

between the different members of the community, and the main aim of this modeling tech-

nique is to predict the biomass and substrate utilization and secretion [23]. This approach

was mainly used for natural microbial communities [183, 177]

Another technique used for community metabolic modeling is called compartmentaliza-

tion (Figure 1.2B) [172, 105]. In this framework, initially deployed to model the presence

of different compartments in eukaryotic cells, multiple bacteria models are united together

through the creation of compartments allowing the models to share metabolites [172]. A

community biomass function is created summing the biomass of the different models. In-

terestingly there is the possibility to average the different community biomass elements with

some coefficients, function of each microbial species presence in experimental active com-

munities. While using this specific setup, two different problems can be solved: the so-called

alpha and beta problems [23, 168]. In the alpha problem, organisms abundances are known

and uptake and secretion of compounds from the microbial community are predicted on the

base of the microbial composition, in the beta problem, secretion and uptake rates are known

and fixed and the objective is predicting each species abundance [23]. The compartmental-

ization approach was initially used for the study of the metabolism of keystone species in

pairs predicting possible metabolic relationships between different pairs of species [23]. The

first multispecies model realized through a compartmentalization approach was created in

the attempt of studying the metabolism of microbial communities composed of methanogens

and sulfate-reducing bacteria and was applied to Desulfovibrio vulgaris and Methanococcus

maripaludis metabolic models [172]. The community biomass was an averaged sum (with

coefficients coming from experimental values) of the two organisms biomass. Interestingly,
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the flux of metabolites and the ratio of the two species compared favorably to experimentally

measured values [172]. In 2010, the compartmentalization modeling strategy was used to

predict pairwise microbial interactions on the base of defined media [105]. The purpose of

the study was to define media that would allow the growth of both species but not the growth

of each singular species alone, evaluating commensal and mutualistic interactions [105].

Defined possible media that could induce commensalism or mutualism between all pairwise

combinations of seven species metabolic models were predicted [105]. Freilich et Ali [63]

used the compartmentalization approach to investigate relationships between different micro-

bial pairs using draft automated reconstructed metabolic models. For 6903 microbial pairs

(all the combinations of 118 metabolic models) the cooperative and competitive potential

was assessed finding cooperation the most common interaction when a moderate number of

resources where overlapping, with commensal interactions more diffused [63]. Notably, in

2012 the optCom framework was developed [208]. OptCom builds upon the compartmen-

talization technique and introduces an additional layer of optimization accounting for species

and community fitness. Besides each species optimization, a community-level objective func-

tion can be formulated allowing the study of different types of metabolic interactions such as

mutualism, commensalism, and parasitism [208]. OptCom was used in a study to understand

metabolic interactions between Bifidobacterium adolescentis L2-32 and Faecalibacterium

prausnitzii A2-165 [58]. The first strain is capable of producing acetate while fermenting and

the second can feed on it producing butyrate [58]. FVA was computed for common metabo-

lites finding that butyrate production from Faecalibacterium prausnitzii was increased when

Bifidobacterium adolescentis was present [58]. The compartmentalization approach can

be used also to simulate host-microbe metabolic interactions and, more recently, in 2013,

Heinken et al., used this approach to derive insights into the host-microbemetabolism joining,

for the first time, a mouse metabolic reconstruction affected by inborn error of metabolism,

with the model of a Bacteroides strain [79]. The authors proved the ability of Bacteroides

thetaiotaomicron to rescue the normal phenotype of the mouse metabolic reconstruction [79].

A few years later this compartmentalized host-microbiota model has been expanded joining

11 metabolic models of microbes with the human metabolic reconstruction Recon 2 [182],

and, realizing, what represented for many years, and before the work presented in this thesis,

the biggest microbial community model created with a compartmentalization technique [81].
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The 11 reconstructed GEMs were manually curated and were chosen to represent commen-

sals, probiotics, pathogens, and opportunistic pathogens [81]. The authors created a total

of 25 different community models combining the host with each microbe individually, with

only two microbes and with five microbes and with the all set of 11 microbes [81]. This

effort was done to correlate specific microbial groups under or over-represented in specific

disease conditions to possible metabolomic alterations [81]. Metabolic interactions under

four different diet regimes were predicted and the microbial community was proved to be

able to complement the host with essential metabolites such as precursors of host hormones,

glutathione, taurine, and leukotrienes [81]. In addition, it was proved that the synthesis of

fundamental neurotransmitters was elevated thanks to the human gut microbiota (increased

34 times in the presence of the 11 microbes) [81]. Using the same community, predicting

microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions, the authors could demonstrate that the host,

through the productions of carbohydrates was inducing competition between different mi-

crobial pairs as well as the role of oxygen in shaping the behavior of the community, with

Lactobacillus Plantarum exhibiting mutualistic behavior towards other six community mem-

bers exclusively under anoxic conditions [80]. In the meantime in 2013, Sohaie and Nielsen

created microbiome models for three microbes [168]. Three GEMs chosen as keystone

species, Bacteroides thetaiotamicron, Eubacterium rectale, and Methanobrevibacter smithii

respectively representing three different phyla (Bacteroidetes, Firmicutes and Euryarchaeota)

were reconstructed using the RAVEN toolbox [168, 6]. Substrate uptake and secretion of

SCFA was predicted for different combinations of these three microbes: increased secretion

of butyrate could be detected when Bacteroides thetaiotamicron and Eubacterium rectale

were co-cultered in silico, while methane secretion also increased when combiningM.smithii

and B. thetaiotaomicron compared to the one predicted from M. smithii alone [168]. Inter-

estingly, predictions of secreted SCFA were in agreement with experimental data [168]. In

2017, using the AGORA GEMs and a pairwise compartmentalization approach, five types

of different interactions between microbial pairs were predicted evaluating the impact of

different nutrients[117]. Interestingly oxygen presence, simulating an inflammatory status

of the human gut, resulted in increasing negative interactions (competition and amensal-

ism) decreasing commensalism and mutualism, while the supplementation with a high fiber

diet had an opposite effect [117]. Finally, Kbase developed tools for the creation of mi-
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crobiota compartmentalized models starting from genomic sequencing: de novo assembly

is performed using the metagenomic reads, draft strains metabolic models are created from

the newly assembled genomes and microbiota models are built using integrating microbial

abundance information [9]. In summary, the compartmentalization approach represents a

very simple and efficient methodology to simulate the metabolism and related metabolic

interactions of different organisms composing microbial communities. As a consequence of

this, the majority of the studies were conducted using this approach [23]. This technique can

represent a snapshot of a specific scenario describing a microbial community in a specific

moment and situation. Compartmentalization is a very powerful technique to investigate,

therefore explaining, the metabolic mechanisms behind specific microbial compositions, and

to be able to predict properties of microbial communities and their possible impact on the

host health. However, the compartmentalization technique has also some limitations. First of

all, there is no representation for temporal and spatial components and their relative impact.

Secondly, this approach of pre-defining stoichiometric coefficients of the community biomass

reaction is not linked to the expectation or condition of growth in an optimal way. Finally, the

effects of dietary interventions, in terms of changes in composition or diet components, can

also only be evaluated with fixed microbial abundances and consequent changes in microbial

abundances cannot be easily predicted.

To overcome some of these difficulties, during the years, efforts weremade for the creation

of dynamic modeling setups. In standard FBA, on the base of the given constraints, fluxes are

retrieved for a specific instant and metabolites are not allowed to be depleted or accumulated

[138]. With dynamic FBA [119], metabolites can accumulate as fluxes are integrated over

time and we can assist to the formation of population dynamics as a consequence of environ-

mental changes. For a specific amount of time, in discrete time steps, the biomass of each

microbe is optimized and its value retrieved while the cell is secreting and uptaking metabo-

lites on the base of the available nutrients [206]. Dynamic FBA requires kinetic parameters

related to compounds uptake [119]. As this methodology represents an expansion of the

compartmentalized multispecies FBA, a common compartment, where microbes can share

metabolites and allowing microbial metabolic interactions, is also present. The presence of

the time component allows the study of these microbial interactions under different condi-
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tions: secretion and consumption of metabolites over time as well as changes in the microbial

abundances can be predicted. Several studies were conducted performing dFBA on small

microbial communities gaining important insights demonstrating the utility of this approach.

Useful insights were gained in modeling co-cultures of organisms such as Escherichia coli -

Saccharomyces [73], and Saccharomyces cerevisiae - Scherffersomyces stipitis [74] as well

as a collection of metabolically different cells in the modeling of Pseudomonas aeruginosa

biofilm [24]. A dynamic version of optCom named d-optCom was also developed [207]

and, more recently, further advances made it possible to also model the spatial component of

microbial communities [75] creating the so-called population-based community models [17].

The spatial component enables the visualization of consumed and produced metabolites with

their relative diffusion and the consequent formation of colonies given by different concen-

trations of nutrients [54]. One of the first tools developed for population-based modeling is

COMETS [75]. COMETS associates dynamic-FBA with diffusion on a lattice [75] and its

predictions on a two-species mutualistic community were experimentally validated as well

as the ones that were done on a three-member community [75]. This approach was used to

study the metabolism of a community composed of six microbes [71]. What was found is that

the members of the community were highly metabolically interacting with each other (cross-

feeding) and with different interactions according to the different time steps [71]. For many

of these cross-feeding interactions, evidence in the literature was found [71]. In 2017 Steady-

Com was developed [39]: one of the main purposes of this tool is the prediction of microbial

composition at the steady-state. As a matter of fact, an additional constraint “a time-averaged

constant growth rate to ensure co-existence and stability” for all the members of the com-

munity is imposed to avoid overgrowth of faster-growing organisms [39]. SteadyCom was

used to predict population dynamics in a community of nine species on the base of different

diets utilized predicting microbial abundances similar to what experimentally observed [39].

Population-based approaches represent a very attractive possibility of modeling complex

microbial communities, especially considering the possibility to investigate time and spacial

components that are crucial for understanding the way microbial communities might interact

and change over time. However, these approaches group different individuals of each species

in a colony and rely on the assumption that each colony of species is phenotypically homo-

geneous in terms of metabolism. To overcome this shortening, individual-based community
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single and multispecies models (IBM) have been developed (Figure 1.2C) [18, 24, 191].

In individual based modeling each species component is considered a separate individual

allowing for the atherogenicity of individuals of the same species forming a colony. In 2017,

we developed BacArena [18]. In BacArena a grid of specified dimensions can be created and

compounds can be easily added in specific concentrations or in the form of gradients [18].

Compounds are free to diffuse with specified coefficients in the space of the grid. Metabolic

models can also be inserted in the grid, randomly or in specified positions and a simulation

can be launched for a specific amount of time [18]. For each individual, a set of rules can be

specified defining for example, how fast each cell can move in the grid, after what amount

of biomass can duplicate (growth rate), and a death rate [18]. During the simulation, each

individual can secrete and uptake compounds and grow with the rates predicted with FBA,

changing the concentration of the compounds in the grid, therefore creating population and

compounds concentration dynamics [18]. Moreover, for each time step, in a discrete manner,

compounds concentration can be retrieved, the metabolic phenotype of each cell analyzed

and cross-feeding predicted on the base of each individual metabolism [18]. Finally, a spatial

component can be observed explaining the possible formation of niches [18]. BacArena

was initially applied to simulate microbiota interactions and metabolism in the gut using

a small community of seven keystone species species [19] predicting ratios of compounds

production and utilization comparable to experimental measurements obtained using gnoto-

biotic mouse [18] and, more recently, to predict dietary supplementation for Crohn’s disease

patients [16]. Individual-based modeling techniques and tools such BacArena can be very

useful to simulate population dynamics, pro and prebiotics interventions, antibiotics usage,

and even fecal microbiota transplant (FMT). The drawback of such tools is the amount of

information needed, in general, and for each individual, many information are required, such

as diffusion coefficients, physiological information on different organisms. In addition, in

IBM modeling, it is very challenging obtaining quick answers form targeted questions. This

situation in mainly created by the increase of variables (e.g., individuals proximity), and the

increase of computing time, mainly due to calculating diffusion of compounds.

In summary, each of the previously described techniques for modeling the metabolism of

microbial communities has its pros and cons, as discussed, and can be useful depending on

the biological situation that the modeler wants to simulate and the questions asked. However,
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Figure 1.2: Community modeling techniques. A. Enzyme soup modeling. B. Compartmentalized
modeling. C. Population and individual based modeling.

even considering these efforts, to this day, powerful and automated tools able to reconstruct

community models for hundreds of different manually curated organisms, retrieving and

integrating microbial abundance information into community microbial modeling, are still

missing. Many of the previously described studies are limited to few organisms, and small

microbial communities or miss the integration of experimental data obtained with microbial

sequencing. This calls for methods able to implement large-scale production of person-

alized microbiota models, automatically integrating information retrieved from microbial

sequencing data into microbial community modeling to explore different possible metabolic

signatures associated with diverse health states. Revisiting existent metagenomics cohort

studies and processing future ones adding a causal dimension given by the aforementioned

modeling techniques, could reveal essential microbiota mechanisms and signatures in health

and disease states.
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1.5 Modeling challenges, conclusions, and future perspec-

tives

COBRA modeling approaches represent a powerful tool for analyzing the metabolism of

microbial communities such as the ones that we harbor in our gut, and their underlying

properties [17]. In the previous chapter, we enumerated different techniques of COBRA

modeling and cases in which the related COBRA modeling approach was deployed to model

microbial communities. The related studies pioneered the study of microbial communities

throughmetabolicmodeling and provided useful insights. However, if many of the introduced

approaches can readily be used for the study of the human gut microbiota, many challenges

and limitations still need to be tackled and overcome.

First of all, many of the previously conducted studies were carried on small communities

composed of two species or at the maximum few species. However, the human gut microbiota

is composed of hundreds of different microbial species creating a complex environment [17],

trying to reflect this complexity is essential given that the final properties might be changed

after the inclusion of more species. In addition, the focus of most of the recent studies is

mainly tailored to the modeling of microbial species while we know that other kingdom

species such as fungi might play an important role in the homeostasis of the human gut

microbiota [95, 90]. On the same line, the impact of virus such as bacteriophages on the

microbial populations is something not yet fully unraveled [124] and much is to be under-

stood concerning, especially, the long-term impact of antibiotics. Both agents affect specific

organisms composing microbial communities and their presence might be a driver to shape

microbial communities composition, and, by consequence, functions. These topics need,

for sure, attention and comprehensive and scalable ways to account for them into modeling

frameworks still need to be developed. In this regard, the most recent modeling techniques

such as IBM based techniques might represent an attractive starting point. Other challenges

come, once again, from the microbial nature itself and evolution with mechanisms such as

horizontal gene transfer (HGT) and transduction. Both mechanisms are evolutionary ones

and can contribute to generating microbial diversity [140] and HGT is known to happen

frequently in the human gut [31, 170]. By consequence, the strains that we model in the
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gut might be genetically different from the ones isolated in other environments containing

different genes due to the aforementioned process. Few studies have been carried so far

[176, 134], but being able to capture and model this genetic diversity, as well as being able

to incorporate evolutionary mechanisms that can happen within the human gut microbiota,

is still a challenge.

When modeling the metabolism of the human gut microbiota, one cannot limit oneself

to the modeling of the metabolism of the organisms composing it, but also the environmen-

tal conditions have to be taken into account. More challenges come from modeling these

conditions, conditions such as dietary ones. Even if solutions for this problem have been

specifically developed [132] it is still very challenging to be able to track and consequently

design media, reflecting, in silico, the composition of each individuals diet. This issue can

be addressed in many ways, from developing dedicated apps to track diet [204] with the aim

of designing personalized in silico diets or applying standard dietary conditions evaluating

the response of different microbial compositions between individuals with the assumption

that diet already contributed to differently shape microbial communities. Using different

modeling setups to run sensibility tests on different nutrients and evaluating their impact on

the modeling predictions can also help to tackle the problem, but the difficulty to formulate

precise and accurate compounds compositions summing up the diet formulation and nutrients

concentration still remains a serious limitation.

Experimental data integration into community modeling represents definitely a double-

edged sword. From one side it can help to design better and more reliable modeling setups,

while from the other how to integrate this data is not trivial and can contribute to the in-

crease of the number of assumptions. Ideally, different types of data can be integrated

into community metabolic modeling from metagenomics [16, 78] to meta-transcriptomic,

meta-proteomic and metabolomic data. As for example, metagenomics data can be used to

compute relative abundances [101, 16, 78] that can be, later on, integrated in different ways

according to the interpretation and the modeling technique used: using a compartmentaliza-

tion technique relative abundances can be used directly to average each microbial biomass

in the community biomass function, while for IBM modeling relative abundances need to be
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converted in number of individuals of different species composing the total cell count [17].

Alternatively, replication rates can be estimated from metagenomics using tools such as iRep

and used as growth rates in community modeling [32, 17].

Finally, more extensive and comprehensive validation of these COBRA modeling tech-

niques is still required and the development of experimental in vivo setups [167] might play

an essential role in validating the predictions of metabolic community modeling helping,

when needed, with further refinement, and directing future research and development efforts.

In conclusion, we introduced different modeling approaches and the related modeling

applications to model the metabolism of microbial communities such as the ones composing

the human gut microbiota. Each of the introduced methods poses its basis on COBRA

modeling, has its advantages and limitations, but can result useful in modeling different

scenarios. If many of these methods need still an accurate and extensive validation process,

many of the presented findings were validated against literature or using examples of minimal

communities, demonstrating the potential of COBRA modeling for microbial communities

and the human gut microbiota.

1.6 Scope and aim of the thesis

This thesiswork is aimed at investigating themetabolic potential of gutmicrobial communities

in the presence of specific diseases, such as Parkinson’s disease, and it is divided into three

main objectives. The first objective chapter 2, is the development of methods to create and

interrogate personalized community microbiota metabolic models through the integration

of samples relative abundances. This objective was accomplished with the development

of a toolbox, The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox, which collects methods for microbe-

microbe multispecies metabolic modeling with related relative abundance integration and

host-microbes multispecies metabolic modeling. The second objective chapter 3 can be seen

as an expansion of the first, starting from whole-genome sequencing or 16S rRNA gene

sequencing data, a selection of methods are combined to create and interrogate personalized

microbiota models prior to the retrieval of sample specific microbial relative abundances.

For the third objective chapter 4, we processed 16S rRNA gene sequencing data for a cohort
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composed of PD patients and controls, constructing personalized microbiota models and

comparing the predicted metabolic potential of the related microbial communities. We

identified alterations in the microbial composition of PD patients and the related metabolic

functional consequences.

Chapter 2: The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox: from microbial interac-

tions to personalized microbial communities

chapter 2 describes the creation of a Toolbox formicrobe-microbe and host-microbemetabolic

interactions and for metagenomics data integration into community modeling. Examples of

the usage of the toolbox are given (cf. Appendix A). The chapter is a combination of the

full reprint of the paper published in Bioinformatics in November 2018 with the related

documentation and tutorials (cf. Appendix A).

Contributions

Federico Baldini (FB), Almut Heinken (AH), Ronan M T Fleming (RMTF), and Ines Thiele

(IT) designed the study. FB, Stefania Magnusdottir (SM), and AH implemented the code, FB

and AH wrote the tutorials and the documentation, FB, AH, and Laurent Heirendt uploaded

the code andwrote the testing functions. All authors edited and approved the final manuscript.

Chapter 3: mgPipe: from microbial community sequencing data to per-

sonalized microbiota metabolic models creation and interrogation

chapter 3 describes the creation of an automated tool (mgPipe) processing whole genome

sequencing and 16S rRNA gene sequencing Illumina data, creating and interrogating, after

conducting microbial identification, personalized microbiota metabolic models. The chapter

is a combination of the current version of the manuscript in preparation with the related

documentation and tutorial (cf. Appendix B).
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Contributions

FB and IT designed the study. FB implemented the code, FB wrote the tutorials and the

documentation, FB uploaded the code. FB performed the writing of the manuscript.

Chapter 4: Parkinson’s disease-associated alterations of the gut micro-

biome can invoke disease-relevant metabolic changes

chapter 4 describes the creation and interrogation of personalized microbiota models for a

cohort composed of PD patients and healthy controls. Relative abundances are obtained from

16S rRNA gene sequencing and used as input for the personalization of the microbiota mod-

els. Alterations in microbial composition and consequently microbial community metabolic

potential are found in PD patients. The chapter is the full pre-reprint of the submitted

manuscript deposited on bioRxiv at http://dx.doi.org/10.1101/691030.

Contributions

FB, Johannes Hertel (JH), Rejko Krüger (RK), and IT designed the study. Lorieza Neuberger-

Castillo and Fay Betsou performed the sequencing, FB, Cyrille C. Thinnes, and Estelle Sandt

managed the related data, FB performed the marker gene and metabolic modeling analysis,

JH performed the statistical analysis, RK and Lukas Pavelka the clinical assessment. All

authors edited and approved the final manuscript.

Chapter 5: Concluding remarks

chapter 5 contains the conclusions of the presented work of thesis and the author’s personal

outlook on the challenges and future perspectives of the field of metabolic modeling of the

human gut microbiota.

Contributions

The text was written in full by FB.
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Chapter 2

The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox:

from microbial interactions to

personalized microbial communities

Baldini, F., Heinken, A., Heirendt, L., Magnusdottir, S., Fleming, R. M., and Thiele, I. (2018).
The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox: from microbial interactions to personalized microbial
communities. Bioinformatics, 35(13), 2332-2334

Abstract

Motivation

The application of constraint-based modeling to functionally analyze metagenomic data has

been limited so far, partially due to the absence of suitable toolboxes.

Results

To address this gap, we created a comprehensive toolbox to model i) microbe-microbe and

host-microbe metabolic interactions, and ii) microbial communities using microbial genome-

scale metabolic reconstructions and metagenomic data. The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox

extends the functionality of the COBRA Toolbox.

29
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Availability and implementation

TheMicrobiomeModelingToolbox and the tutorials at https://git.io/microbiomeModelingToolbox.

2.1 Introduction

Microbial community sequencing data are increasingly available for numerous environmental

niches [125]. The analysis of this data often relies on investigating whichmicrobes are present

in a given sample. However, to further our understanding of the functional contribution of

individual microbes in a community as well as the overall functional differences between

communities, advanced analysis approaches, such as computational modeling, are required.

One possible approach is the constraint-based reconstruction and analysis (COBRA)

approach, which builds genome-scale reconstructions of an organism and enables the pre-

diction of, e.g., phenotypic properties [142]. Through the application of condition-specific

constraints, an organism’s metabolic reconstruction can be converted into many condition-

specific models, which can be analyzed using available toolboxes, such as the Matlab (Math-

works, Inc.) based COBRA Toolbox [84]. Metabolic reconstructions have been assembled

for many organisms, including hundreds of gut microbes [117] and human [33]. While the

COBRA Toolbox encapsulates many tools developed by the community for biotechnological

and biomedical applications, it is currently focused on modeling single organisms or cells.

Here, we present the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox, which enables the generation, simula-

tion, and interpretation of 1. pairwise microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions, and 2.

sample-specific microbial community models. By integrating sample-specific metagenomic

data, the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox facilitates its analysis in the context of microbial

reconstructions.

2.2 Features

The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox (Figure 2.1) enables the generation, simulation, and

interpretation of 1. pairwise microbe-microbe and host-microbe interactions, and 2. sample-

specific microbial community models.
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Pairwise interactions: The pairwise interaction analysis determines metabolic exchange

between two metabolic reconstructions. A joint matrix of two individual genome-scale

reconstructions is generated, which enables them to freely exchange metabolites (Figure

2.1A). Defined nutrient input, e.g., a particular medium formulation, can be applied via the

shared compartment using the corresponding exchange reactions. The pairwise microbial

models can be investigated for six possible interaction types (i.e., competition, parasitism,

amensalism, neutralism, commensalism, and mutualism) and Pareto optimality frontiers

can be calculated. The tutorials MicrobeMicrobeInteractions and HostMicrobeInteractions

illustrate the implemented functionalities.
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Figure 2.1: Overview of the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox. A. Pairwise modeling of microbe-
microbe and host-microbe interactions. B. Microbial community modeling.

Microbial community modeling: Metagenomic data can be analyzed usingmgPipe (Fig-

ure 2.1B), which requires microbe identification and relative abundance data for each sample,

obtained with bioinformatic tools, such as QiIME 2[35] and MetaPhlAn [166]. mgPipe

is divided into three parts: 1. the analysis of individuals’ specific microbes abundances,

including metabolic diversity and classical multidimensional scaling of the reactions in the

identified microbes. 2. Construction of a personalized microbial community model using

the identified microbes and their relative abundance data. For each personalized (or sample-

specific) model, the corresponding microbial reconstructions are joined by adding reactions
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to each microbial reconstruction transporting metabolites from the extracellular space to the

common lumen compartment. Metabolites present in the lumen compartment are connected

to a diet and fecal compartment, enabling the uptake and secretion from/to the environment,

respectively. Hundreds of reconstructions can be combined and modeled with using static

parallelization. In each microbial community model, the community biomass reaction is

personalized using the relative abundance data. Finally, coupling constraints [79] are applied

to couple the flux through each microbial reaction to its corresponding biomass reaction flux.

And 3. simulation of the personalized microbial community models under different diet

regimes, e.g., using flux variability analysis [85]. The differences between maximal uptake

and secretion fluxes provide a metabolic profile for each microbial community sample, which

can be analyzed using classical multidimensional scaling analyses. Diet-specific constraints

(e.g., obtained from https://vmh.life/#nutrition) can be applied to the corresponding diet

exchange reactions.

2.3 Implementation

TheMicrobiomeModeling Toolbox is written in MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.) and accompa-

gnied with comprehesive documentation and tutorials. The toolbox allows for the integrative

analysis of any number of reconstructions, including the human metabolic reonstruction [33].

Metabolic reconstructions can be obtained from, e.g., the VHM (https://vmh.life), BioMod-

els (https://www.ebi.ac.uk/biomodels-main/), and the KBase (https://kbase.us/). A uniform

nomenclature of reaction and metabolite abbreviations across the reconstructions is required.

The implemented diet constraints require VMH abbreviations. To use higher taxonomical

levels create pan-reconstructions (createPanModels). For larger datasets and/or bigger mi-

crobial community models, we recommend the use of the MATLAB command line or .m

files and of a high-performance computing cluster.

2.4 Discussion

The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox enables the user to investigate microbial interactions at

a large scale [79, 117]. Moreover, metagenomically-derived data can be integrated with mi-
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crobial metabolic reconstructions permitting the prediction of altered functional assessment

of different microbial communities, e.g., in health and disease [78, 181].

2.5 Funding

This study received funding from the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR), through

the ATTRACT programme (FNR/A12/01), and the OPEN grant (FNR/O16/11402054), as

well as the European Research Council (ERC) under the European Union’s Horizon 2020

research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 757922).

2.6 Documentation

This section is composed of the software documentation as available online.



cobratoolbox / src / analysis / multiSpecies / microbiomeModelingToolbox / 

..

additionalAnalysis linting correlateFluxWithTaxonAbundance 8 months ago

mgPipe linting of createPanModels 8 months ago

pairwiseInteractionModeling Add documentation for the new output arguments 6 months ago

README.md [documentation] update README files last year

 README.md

Microbiome Modeling Toolbox

A COBRA Toolbox extension enabling the interrogation and analysis of microbial
communities

Authors: Federico Baldini, Almut Heinken, Stefania Magnusdottir, Laurent Heirendt, Ronan MT
Fleming, and Ines Thiele

Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine, University of Luxembourg

This COBRA Toolbox extension enables the creation, simulation, and analysis of microbe-microbe interactions and
personalized community models obtained through metagenomic data integration.

The folder /pairwiseInteractionModeling contains functions for microbe-microbe analysis and simulation while the folder
/mgPipe contains functions for community modeling with metagenomic data integration.

Extensive documentation on the different folder content and purpose of functions can be found in the README  file of
each folder.

The LiveScripts MicrobeMicrobeInteractions.mlx , HostMicrobeInteractions.mlx  and mgPipeTutorial.mlx  located in the
tutorials/analysis/microbiomeModelingToolbox/  folder of the COBRA Toolbox provide examples of application and of input

data, using the AGORA resource (PMID:27893703).

Funding

This study received funding from the Luxembourg National Research Fund(FNR), through the ATTRACT programme
(FNR/A12/01), and the OPEN grant (FNR/O16/11402054), as well as the European Research Council(ERC) under the European
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 757922).

opencobra / cobratoolbox

 master Branch: Create new file Upload files Find file History

 Add documentation for the new output arguments Latest commit 7040bdd on 18 Marshjchan
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cobratoolbox / src / analysis / multiSpecies / microbiomeModelingToolbox / pairwiseInteractionModeling / 

..

README.md adding funding last year

calculateInteractionsByTaxon.m Renaming folder to camelToe 2 years ago

computeParetoOptimality.m Ensure FBA is minimized where needed 6 months ago

computeRescuedGenes.m Change to build an LP from models prior to solveCobraLP 11 months ago

createMultipleSpeciesModel.m linting of createMultipleSpeciesModel 8 months ago

getMultiSpeciesModelId.m Renaming folder to camelToe 2 years ago

joinModelsPairwiseFromList.m Renaming folder to camelToe 2 years ago

printUptakeBoundCom.m Add documentation for the new output arguments 6 months ago

simulatePairwiseInteractions.m Update to use actual model for LP 11 months ago

useDiet.m adding option to select versbose mode off last year

 README.md

Microbiome Modeling Toolbox

A COBRA Toolbox extension enabling the interrogation and analysis of microbial
communities

Authors: Federico Baldini, Almut Heinken, and Ines Thiele

Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine, University of Luxembourg

This enables the simulation of microbial pairwise interactions with COBRA Toolbox functions. To simulate the interactions
between two reconstructed microbes, it is necessary to build a joint matrix of the two individual genome-scale
reconstructions. The joint matrix enables the two joined reconstructions to freely exchange metabolites with each other as
well as access some defined nutrient input via a shared compartment. Unless the modeler imposes additional constraints on
the transport reactions between the individual reconstructions and the shared compartment, each reconstruction can access
every metabolite it can transport from the shared compartment. Constraints implementing the nutrient conditions are set on
the exchange reactions on the shared compartment.

The function createMultipleSpeciesModel  can be used to join any desired number of reconstructions. Note that the
prerequisite for simulating multi-species interactions is that the nomenclature for reactions and metabolites matches for any
joined genome-scale-reconstructions. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure uniform nomenclature. There are six
possible interactions between bacteria that can be predicted with the present method:

competition

parasitism

amensalism

neutralism

commensalism

opencobra / cobratoolbox

 master Branch: Create new file Upload files Find file History

 Add documentation for the new output arguments Latest commit 7040bdd on 18 Marshjchan
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cobratoolbox / src / analysis / multiSpecies / microbiomeModelingToolbox / mgPipe / 

..

README.md change of urls for vmh in src folder last year

adaptVMHDietToAGORA.m change of urls for vmh in src folder last year

addMicrobeCommunityBiomass.m Removing 'makeDummyModel' from working code 10 months ago

checkNomenConsist.m correcting indent 2 years ago

createPanModels.m linting of createPanModels 8 months ago

createPersonalizedModel.m adapting for different index class last year

detectOutput.m Minor changes last year

extractFullRes.m function to extract all simulations results and print in csv file last year

fastSetupCreator.m Adapted old ordr of metabolites 10 months ago

getIndividualSizeName.m adding checks and conversion of obs names to valid matlab ids last year

getMappingInfo.m adding lost index last year

guidedSim.m changing warning mex to be more general 2 years ago

initMgPipe.m Merge pull request #1194 from Fede-edef/mgFix last year

loadUncModels.m improving function help last year

makeDummyModel.m removing dummy.rev as became deprecated 2 years ago

mgSimResCollect.m refining plotting last year

microbiotaModelSimulator.m Corrected indentation, silenced output (added ;), fixed model name 10 months ago

parsave.m Documentation formatting of mgpipe 2 years ago

plotMappingInfo.m refining plotting last year

 README.md

mgPipe

Introduction

mgPipe is a MATLAB based pipeline to integrate microbial abundances (coming from metagenomic data) with constraint-
based modeling, creating individuals' personalized models. The pipeline is divided into 3 parts: [PART 1] Analysis of
individuals' specific microbes abundances is computed. Individuals' metabolic diversity in relation to microbiota size and
disease presence as well as Classical multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on individuals' reaction repertoire are examples. [PART
2]: 1 Constructing a global metabolic model (setup) containing all the microbes listed in the study. 2 Building individuals'
specific models integrating abundance data retrieved from metagenomics. For each organism, reactions are coupled to their
objective function. [PART 3] Simulations under different diet regimesand analysis of the predicted metabolic profile (PCoA of
computed MNPCs of individuals).

opencobra / cobratoolbox

 master Branch: Create new file Upload files Find file History

 linting of createPanModels Latest commit cc7b634 on 16 Janlaurentheirendt
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WARNING: Please take into consideration only the files listed in this document. Everything present in the folder but not
listed and explained in this document is to be considered not relevant or obsolete.

Requirements

mgPipe requires Matrix Laboratory , the Parallel Computing Toolbox , as well as, the COBRA Toolbox to be installed. Please
refer to the installation instructions. The usage of ILOG CPLEX  solver is strongly advised to obtain the best speed
performance (required for the fastFVA.m function).

MgPipe was created (and tested) for AGORA 1.0 please first download AGORA version 1.0 from
https://www.vmh.life/#downloadview and place the mat files into a dedicated folder.

Main Folder Structure and Files

The following files are essential for the usage of the pipeline and are supplied in the current folder and in
papers/2018_microbiomeModelingToolbox

Filename Purpose

startMgPipe.m driver, containing all the input variables, to be modified by the user

initMgPipe.m function containing all the input variables launching the pipeline

loadUncModels.m function to load unconstrain and prune the models

fastSetupCreator.m function to create "global" setup

checkNomenConsist.m function to check that microbes have the right nomenclature

detectOutput.m function to check if a specific file was already created and saved

getIndividualSizeName.m get information on number and ID of organisms and individuals

addMicrobeCommunityBiomass.m function to add community biomass

mgPipe.m pipeline

parsave.m function to allow object saving in parallel loops

getMappingInfo.m function to extract information from the mapping

plotMappingInfo.m function plot extracted information from the mapping

createPersonalizedModel.m function to create personalized models

microbiotaModelSimulator.m function to simulate under different diets the created models (called from mgPipe)

makeDummyModel.m function to create a dummy model

mgSimResCollect.m function to collect and output simulation results

extractFullRes.m
function to retrieve and export all the results (fluxes) computed during the
simulations

README.md this file

useDiet.m function to impose a specific diet and add essential elements to microbiota models

adaptVMHDietToAGORA.m function to convert a specific diet from VMH into an AGORA compatible one

compfile Results subfolder: contains objects saved in open format

Usage
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Once installed the necessary dependencies the pipeline is ready to be used at the condition that some input variables are
inserted or changed from the default input file startMgPipe.m  or directly in the input function initMgPipe.m .

Running the script called startMgPipe.m  (after having changed the necessary inputs) is the only action required from the
user to start the pipeline.

The pipeline can be stopped at every moment as all the results are saved as soon as they are computed. In case of accidental
or volunteer halt in the execution, the pipeline can be simply restarted without loss of time running again startMgPipe.m  :
already saved results (from previous runs) are automatically detected and not recomputed.

Inputs

Some specific information files need to be loaded by the pipeline. For this reason, they must be formatted and called in a
specific way. See the examples folder in papers/2018_microbiomeModelingToolbox  for more information. The files needed are

File Description

normCoverage.csv
table with abundances for each species (normalized to 1, with a minimum value as a threshold to
define presence)

sampInfo.csv
optional: table of the same length of the number of individuals (0 means patient with disease 1
means healthy)

Some variables, in the input file, needs to be created/modified to specify inputs (for example paths of directories containing
organisms models). The variables which need to be created or changed from default are

Variables Description

modPath path to microbes models

resPath path to the directory containing results

dietFilePath path to and name of the file with dietary information

abunFilePath path to and name of the file with abundance information

indInfoFilePath path to csv file for stratification criteria (if empty or not existent no criteria is used)

objre name of the objective function of microbes

figForm the output is a vectorized picture ('-depsc'), change to '-dpng' for .png

numWorkers number of cores dedicated for parallelization

autoFix option to automatically solve possible issues (true means on)

compMod if outputs in open format should be produced for some sections

rDiet if to simulate also a rich diet (rdiet=true)

extSolve option to save microbiota models with diet to simulate with a different language (true means yes)

fvaType which FVA function to use (fastFVA =true for fastFVA)

The autorun  variable controls the behavior of the pipeline. The autorun functionality is automatically off. This functionality
enables the pipeline to automatically run and detect outputs. By changing autorun  variable to false, it is possible to enter in
manual / debug mode.

WARNING: concerning the autorun  variable value: manual mode is strongly discouraged and should be used only for
debugging purposes.

Outputs
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Individuals' plots of metabolic diversity in relation to microbiota size and disease presence as well as Classical
multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on patients reaction repertoire are outputs of the first part [PART 1]; they are directly saved
into the current MATLAB folder as figure files. Moreover, a series of objects created by the first part can be of interest to the
user as they could be the object of further analysis. For this reason, the MATLAB workspace is saved into a file called
MapInfo.mat . The saved variables are:

Object Description

reac cell array with all the unique set of reactions contained in the models

micRea binary matrix assessing presence of a set of unique reactions for each of the microbes

binOrg binary matrix assessing the presence of specific strains in different individuals

reacPat matrix with number of reactions per individual (species resolved)

reacSet matrix with names of reactions that each individual has

reacTab binary matrix with presence/absence of reaction per individual: to compare different individuals

reacAbun matrix with abundance of reaction per individual: to compare different individuals

[PART 2] creates, first, a global microbiota metabolic model. Secondly, individuals' specific models (personalized) are created
with their specific objective function and coupling constraints. [PART 3] runs simulations (FVAs) and detects metabolic
differences between personalized models. The outputs are:

File Description

Setup_allbacs.mat setup object containing all the models joined

microbiota_model_XXX.mat .mat file containing the personalized model

simRes.mat
.mat file containing NMPCs (FVAct), the complementary FVAs results (NSct), values of the
objective function (Presol), names of infeasible models (InFesMat)

For simplicity, besides the .mat files containing all the results, the main results are also saved in open format (.csv) in the
dedicated results folder. The saved tables are:

File Description

ID.csv table containing list of metabolites for which simulations(FVA)and NMPCs are computed

standard.csv table containing metabolite resolved NMPCs for each individual under the same diet conditions

sDiet_allFlux.csv
table containing metabolite resolved min and max value of uptake and secretion for each
individual under the same diet conditions

rich.csv (if eneabled) table containing metabolite resolved NMPCs for each individual under rich diet conditions

rDiet_allFlux.csv (if
eneabled)

table containing metabolite resolved min and max value of uptake and secretion for each
individual under rich diet conditions

If the specific option is enabled in the input file, some of the other outputs are also saved in open format (.csv) in the
dedicated folder.

Additional information on usage
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Data should be formatted exactly as specified (see also papers/2018_microbiomeModelingToolbox ). The input files should have
names as listed in the input section. The first part of [part 2] is meant to be run only once to create a global microbiota
model. The user can decide to use different FVA functions in part 3. The user should be carefully calculating the number of
cores to allocate. Priority should be given in assigning cores for each personalized model simulation (one core for each
individual), then, if more cores are available (ex. user running the pipeline on the HPC) the use of fastFVA is suggested. Please
take note that if the specific option is enabled in the input file some of the outputs are also saved in open format (csv) in the
dedicated folder. By setting autorun =0 autorun function will be disabled. You are now running in manual / debug mode.
Please note that the usage in manual mode is strongly discouraged and should be used only for debugging purposes.

WARNING: mgPipe was created (and tested) for AGORA 1.0. The use of models from any different source was not tested and
it is not guaranteed to work.

Status of implementation
[Part 1, 2, 3] are implemented structured and tested.

A tutorial showing how to use the pipeline was created.

Data and result export in open formats (.csv) has to be better tested and further developed, the final aim is to make the
pipeline more flexible and connected with software other than MATLAB

Please report any problem opening threads in the issue section. Also, any suggestion with the pipeline implementation is
welcome.

Examples

Examples of input are in the examples folder papers/2018_microbiomeModelingToolbox .

Spinoffs

The following functions can result useful for the community and be used for other purposes besides the usage of this
pipeline:

Filename Purpose

fastSetupCreator.m function to create setup: parallelized (models merging)

addMicrobeCommunityBiomass.m function to add community biomass

The correct functioning of this functions outside the functionalities used in the pipeline is not assured. The users can report
related issues on the dedicated page.

Tutorial

A livescript tutorial mgPipeTutorial.mlx  and its correspondent version mgPipeTutorial.m  are available in
tutorials/analysis/microbiomeModelingToolbox/ .

Funding

This study received funding from the Luxembourg National Research Fund(FNR), through the ATTRACT programme
(FNR/A12/01), and the OPEN grant (FNR/O16/11402054), as well as the European Research Council(ERC) under the European
Union?s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme (grant agreement No 757922).

Author & Documentation Date

Federico Baldini, 26.07.18
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Chapter 3

mgPipe: from microbial community

sequencing data to personalized

microbiota metabolic models creation

and interrogation

Manuscript in preparation

Abstract

Motivation

A systematic application of constraint-based modeling to functionally analyze microbial

sequencing data is not yet by default performed. Such application, requires deep knowledge

in metagenomics and in the metabolic modeling fields, therefore limiting the number of

investigators able to perform it.

Results

We created a pipeline (mgPipe) to automatically perform PersonalizedMicrobial Community

MetabolicModeling (PMCM) fromwhole genome andmarker gene sequencing data. mgPipe

extends the functionality of The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox which is integrated into the
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constraint-based reconstruction and analysis (COBRA) toolbox.

Availability and implementation

mgPipe and the tutorials at https://gitlab.com/ithiele/fpipe.

3.1 Introduction

Microbial community sequencing either performed with whole-genome (WGS) or with

marker gene sequencing (MGS), became an established method to study the microbial com-

position of samples [41].

Methods allowing the study of the metabolic functions of microbial communities were

recently developed [12]. Such methods build upon the constraint-based reconstruction and

analysis (COBRA) approach. COBRAmodeling has its basis in genome-scale reconstruction

and predictions of phenotypic properties [84]. The COBRA approach, historically, focused

mainly on single organisms modeling, but recently, methods able to create and interrogate

multispecies models were developed [17]. The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox, for exam-

ple, allows the creation of personalized microbiota models integrating relative abundances

into a compartmentalized COBRA multispecies framework. These models can be interro-

gated retrieving themetabolic potential associated with a specificmicrobial composition [12].

However, although dedicated tools for studyingmicrobial composition and relatedmetabolic

functions have been created, such tools are mainly thought for experts in the field of metage-

nomics or COBRAmodeling, limiting their possible uses from thewholemicrobiota scientific

community to few investigators. Here we introducemgPipe, a "one click button pipeline" able

to perform creation and interrogation of personalized gut microbiota models starting from

Illumina sequencing data. mgPipe extends the functionalities of the Microbiome Modeling

Toolbox creating a facile pipeline that limits to the minimum the user’s inputs and actions,

enabling non-field experts to perform microbial community analysis.
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3.2 Features

mgPipe is divided into three steps.

In the first step, microbial abundances are determined from raw sequencing data. For

whole genome sequencing, a referenced mapping is performed using bwa [113] to align

reads onto a reference genome composed of the concatenation of all the reference organism

genomes as already implemented in [16, 78]. Coverage, relative abundances at a strain tax-

onomic level are obtained. For 16S rRNA gene sequencing, reads are merged and filtered

using the dedicated pipeline MeFit [145] and classified using SPINGO [8] as implemented

in [13]. Relative abundances at a genus and species taxonomic level are computed.

In the second step, theMicrobiomeModelingToolboxmgPipemodule is run [12]. Person-

alizedmicrobiota models are created and interrogated obtaining, for each sample, information

on metabolite resolved community potential. Briefly, for each sample, a community model

is created, through a compartmentalization technique [172], joining all the models of the

organisms found in the sample by the first part. A diet and fecal compartments are added

allowing the input of a common diet and the secretion of metabolites. A community objective

function is obtained averaging the sum of each organisms biomass for the relative abundances

coefficients.

In the third and optional step, using particular stratification criteria, relative abundances

and secretion profiles are analyzed producing a standard report. The analysis is comprehensive

of techniques such as principal coordinate analysis (PCoA), FDR adjustedWilcoxon rank-sum

test (WRST), and feature selection techniques.

3.3 Implementation

mgPipe runs on Bash and is written in Bash, MATLAB (Mathworks, Inc.), R programming,

and accompanied by comprehensive documentation and tutorials. mgPipe allows the ex-

trapolation of microbial abundances from sequencing data and the consequent creation and
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the mgPipe features.

interrogation of any number of personalized microbiota models. mgPipe is compatible with

the AGORA genome-scale metabolic models. The metabolic reconstructions at a strain tax-

onomy can be obtained from the VMHwebsite (https://vmh.life) and to use higher taxonomic

levels (such as species, for 16S rRNA gene sequencing) the createPanModels function of the

Microbiome Modeling Toolbox can be used to create pan-models.
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3.4 Discussion

mgPipe, via the retrieval of microbial abundances from sequencing data, enables the user to

systematically study the metabolic potential of microbial communities. Recent investigations

which performed the same or similar steps, highlighted the importance of this approach in

cohort studies to identify possible alteredmetabolic functionalities of microbial communities.

3.5 Funding

This study received funding from the Luxembourg National Research Fund (FNR), through

the ATTRACT program [FNR/A12/01], as well as the European Research Council (ERC)

under the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation program [grant agreement

No 757922].

Conflict of Interest: none declared.

3.6 Documentation

This section is composed of the software documentation as available to the user.
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mgPipe is a pipeline to retrieve and integrate microbial abundances from community sequencing data obtained with Illumina technology, with
constraint-based modeling, to create and interrogate individuals' personalized microbiome metabolic models. The pipeline is divided into three
parts:

[PART 1] Microbial identification through reference matching

For 16 rRNA gene sequencing, after a phase of sequence preprocessing where forward and reverse reads are merged and quality filtered using
MeFit, microbial identification is conducted using a 16S rRNA gene sequence classifier named SPINGO. At this stage, species and genus
taxonomic resolved relative abundances are computed. Subsequently, a name match with the microbial content of our metabolic model
resource AGORA is performed, and reference-based species relative abundance information is retrieved.

  README.md

mgPipe: from microbial community sequencing data to
personalized microbiota metabolic models creation and
interrogation

Introduction
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For whole genome sequencing, reference-based relative abundances are obtained through a referenced mapping, aligning reads to a reference
genome, using BWA. The reference genome consists of a concatenation of all the AGORA genomes. On the base of the alignments, reference
genome coverage is computed and strains relative abundances are retrieved.

[PART 2] Personalized community metabolic modeling

Using the mgPipe module of the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox, for each sample, a personalized community model is created integrating
relative abundances into a compartmentalized multispecies community model. Three main compartments are present in each microbiota model:
a diet compartment where a diet (average European diet, by default) can be set, a lumen compartment populated by the different present
microbes’ metabolic models which can use the compartment to share metabolites, and a fecal compartment where metabolites can be secreted.
A community biomass function, recapitulating the growth of the different organisms, is also forged summing different microbial objective
functions and averaging each microbial biomass function with the relative abundance valued retrieved from [PART 1]. Reactions abundances
are computed on the base of the different reactions present in each microbiota model and on the relative abundance value. Finally, after setting
a specific range of value of microbial community biomass, metabolite resolved secretion profiles (NMPCs) are computed. Individuals' plots of
metabolic diversity in relation to microbiota size as well as Classical multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on individuals reaction repertoire and
metabolic profiles are also outputs of this part.

[PART 3] (Optional) Results analysis through machine learning alghoritms and report generation

The purpose of this part is to produce a standard analysis report after [PART 1] and [PART 2] are executed. The generated report consists in a
summary of statistical and machine learning analysis done on the base of the specified stratification criteria for the different samples on
microbial relative abundances, reactions abundances, and metabolite secretion profiles (NMPCs). Analysis includes finding significant features
through multiple testing adjusted Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, feature extraction techniques, such as Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) and
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), and random forest feature selection techniques.

WARNING: Please take into consideration only the files listed in this document. Everything present in the folder but not listed and explained in
this document is to be considered not relevant or obsolete.

mgPipe runs only on Linux and requires certain dependencies to be installed for its proper working (see table below). If your machine runs on
another operating system, virtualization can be used. Instructions on how to set up a virtual machine can be found on the internet. An example
is provided at https://brb.nci.nih.gov/seqtools/installUbuntu.html and Ubuntu distributions and be downloaded from
https://ubuntu.com/download/desktop . Dedicated instructions on how to use the mgPipe Virtual Box are provided in the dedicated chapter.

Minimal hardware requirements are a quad-core PC with at least 32GB of RAM. However, for large cohort studies, the use of more performant
machines (such as HPCs) is required. Minimal requirements are listed and intended only for demo and tutorial use.

mgPipe was created (and tested) for AGORA version 1.0 please first download AGORA https://www.vmh.life/#downloadview.

The following files are essential for the usage of the pipeline and are supplied in the current folder (and relative subfolders)

Filename Purpose

Runer.sh Main file. Executes all the pipeline

Requirements

Main Folder Structure and Files
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Filename Purpose

16S_workflow.sh Runs 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis on specified samples

createMinp.M Creates MATLAB inputs saving them in a binary file

createRinp.R Creates R programming inputs saving them in a binary file

Input.csv Sample input file containing examples of input variables

InputCreator.sh Launches scripts to create inputs in the used interpreted programming languages

SLW_analysis.Rnw Source file from which to generate the .pdf report with results analysis

Spingo_csv.R Creates relative abundance tables from 16S rRNA gene sequencing calssification

wgs_csv.R Creates relative abundance tables from whole genome sequencing referenced mapping

wgs_workflow.sh Runs whole genome sequencing referenced mapping with specified samples

README.md This file

MATcode Subfolder contining MATLAB dedicated code

mgPipeStarter.M Loading MATLAB inputs and launching the mgPipe module of the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox

Rcode Subfolder containing R programming dedicated code

PRfunc.R Functions for analysis of microbiome data

tutorials Subfolder containing tutorials

mgPipe installation tutorial.docx Tutorial with dependencies installation instructions and related troubleshooting

mgPipeTutorial.docx Tutorial for 16S and whole genome sequencing processing

examples Subfolder containing input examples

patstat.csv Example of a stratification criteria file

InputExamples.xlsx Example of input files for 16S and WGS

First, please clone this repository on your machine.

As mgPipe can be very challenging to install because of the numerous dependencies, we created the mgPipe Virtual Box . Please refer to the
related section mgPipe Virtual Box installation  for instructions on how to setup the Virtual Box.

If you do not want to use virtualization, all the listed software need to be installed for the proper working of mgPipe.

Installing all the mgPipe dependencies might not be trivial and might take long (approximately 5 hours) also for the most experienced. If you
don’t want to install all the mgPipe dependencies, you can skip this installation process for most of them using the mgPipe Virtual Box .

Please refer to the following documentation dependencies links to find the related installation instructions. An installation tutorial with the
related troubleshooting is available in the in tutorials  folder

Dependency name Source and Reference

SPINGO and SPINDEX https://github.com/GuyAllard/SPINGO and https://doi.org/10.1186/s12859-015-0747-1

MeFit https://github.com/nisheth/MeFiT and https://doi.org/10.1186/s12859-016-1358-1

BWA http://bio-bwa.sourceforge.net/ and https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btp324

Samtools http://samtools.sourceforge.net/ and https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btp352

bbmp https://sourceforge.net/projects/bbmap/

Trimmomatic
http://www.usadellab.org/cms/?page=trimmomatic and
https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/btu170

Installation
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Dependency name Source and Reference

Matrix Laboratory https://nl.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html

The COBRA Toolbox
https://github.com/opencobra/cobratoolbox and https://www.nature.com/articles/s41596-018-
0098-2

The Microbiome Modeling
Toolbox

https://git.io/microbiomeModelingToolbox and https://doi.org/10.1093/bioinformatics/bty941

Parallel Computing Toolbox https://nl.mathworks.com/products/parallel-computing.html

IBM CPLEX https://www.ibm.com/analytics/cplex-optimizer

R and Rstudio https://www.rstudio.com/

Rsamtools https://bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/Rsamtools.html

Knitr https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/knitr/index.html

ggplot2 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html

gridExtra https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/gridExtra/index.html

vegan https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/vegan/index.html

e1071 https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/e1071/index.html

caret https://topepo.github.io/caret/

MASS https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MASS/index.html

randomForest https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/randomForest/index.html

doParallel https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/doParallel/index.html

LaTeX https://www.latex-project.org/

Please note that to use mgPipe Virtual Box, you will need to download and install Oracle Virtual Box.

Please download the mgPipe Virtual Box from here. The file is large (approx 12 GB compressed and 26 GB uncompressed) so make sure that you
have enough space on your hard disk and consider that the downloading and extraction might take some time. Uncompress the downloaded
archive and the following procedure:

Open Oracle virtual Box and click on the New  button

Name the virtual machine mgPipe  selecting Linux as the Operating System with Ubuntu (64 bit) as the OS version

Select the wanted amount of RAM (at least 16 GB) and select the Using an existing virtual hard disk file  option.

Click on the folder with the green arrow icon on the bottom right of the mask and use the button New  to browse to the folder where you

extracted the mgPipe Virtual Box and choose the file called mgPipe.vdi  clicking on choose .

Finally, click on the create  button. You should see a new machine called mgPipe.

After these steps, you can start the mgPipe Virtual Box, mgPipe is almost ready to be used. The mgPipe Virtual Box password is mgpipe.

The mgPipe Virtual Box has almost all the dependencies already installed except IBM CPLEX, MATLAB, the Parallel Computing Toolbox, and the
COBRA Toolbox. These dependencies could not have been redistributed by us and will still need to be installed separately by the user. Please
follow the other installation instructions (Chapter Installation ) to install CPLEX, MATLAB, the related dependencies, and mgPipe.

Please note that to enjoy the full features of Virtual Box such as full-screen size and share folders you will need to install the guest additions.
Instructions on how to do so are available here under the chapter More About VirtualBox .

After installing all the required dependencies or setting up the mgPipe Virtual Box (VB) some other steps are required in order to use mgPipe.

The mgPipe cloned folder path needs to be permanently added to the MATLAB paths initially typing the MATLAB command pathtool  and then
using the GUI to permanently set the path.

mgPipe Virtual Box installation

mgPipe activation: after installation setup
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AGORA strains metabolic models need to be downloaded from here and placed in a dedicated folder; they can be directly used for whole
genome sequencing data.

If the used input data are 16S rRNA gene sequencing data pan-species models are needed to be created and deposited in a dedicated folder.
Such models can be created starting from the downloaded AGORA strain metabolic models using the createPanModels.m function of the
Microbiome Modeling Toolbox selecting species as taxonomical level.

If the used input data are whole genome sequencing data (WGS) a referenced mapping is performed and a reference genome, combining all the
organisms genomes and related index files, need to be created. Information and instructions on how to create a reference genome can be found
at concatenating genomes. and genomes for the AGORA reconstructions can be retrieved from VMH at https://www.vmh.life/#downloadview.
Alternatively, a version of AGORA1 joined genomes (with the relative indexed files) can be found and downloaded from here.Illumina adapters
sequences are also important for the right processing of the sequences. Please download the sequence files from the Trimmomatic binary
adapter folder or alternatively from here. Moreover, the human genome with the related index files need to be available to remove host
sequences. Please download them from here.
Importantly, the generated or downloaded joined genomes and human genome files and the adapters files need to be placed into the input
folder inPath  (see chapter Inputs ).

Illumina fastQ files are the main input of mgPipe. Such files should be contained in an input folder and the name of the files must contain the
special character _  after the constant part of the name (indicating the name of the sample) and before the variable part that identifies if the file
contains forward or reverse reads.

WARNING: Please take into consideration that only one repetition of the special character _  in the names of the files is allowed. Multiple
special characters might create invalid IDs preventing mgPipe from running properly.

As a reminder, the generated or downloaded joined genomes and human genome files and the adapters files that are required for the WGS
protocol need to be placed into the same input folder as the sequences.

Additionally, some specific information files on samples stratification need to be detected by the pipeline. For this reason, such files must be
formatted and called in a specific way. See the example file called sampInfo.csv  folder in examples  for more information.

Once installed the necessary dependencies and completed the installation procedure, the pipeline is ready to be used at the condition that some
input variables are inserted or changed from the default input file patstat.csv .

The variables which need to be created or changed from default are

Variables Description

worflow
type of microbial identification worflow: 16S, WGS, or THR_WGS (WGS for raw sequences, trimming and host
removal will be performed)

resPath path to the directory containing results

inPath path to the directory containing the sequencing files (.fastQ)

MeFitPath path to the directory containing MeFit files

spingPath path to the directory containing SPINGO files

numWorkers number of cores dedicated for parallelization

endNameF name end (characters after the special _  character) of the forward .fastQ input files

endNameR name end (characters after the special _  character) of the reverse .fastQ input files

btThr bootstrap threshold for 16S classification (default 0.8)

modPath path to microbes metabolic models (AGORA strains or generated AGORA panSpecies)

instPath path of the cloned folder

stratPathFile path and name of the file containing samples stratification information

bbmapPath path to bbmap folder

dietType Name of diet formulation to use (without file extension). Default is AverageEuropeanDiet, here all the available ones

trimJarPathNam path to and name (version) of downloaded Trimmomatic .jar file

adapterFileName name of Illumina adapter used (with file extension)

Inputs

Usage
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Examples of how to complete the input file for 16S, whole genome sequencing (WGS) are available in the examples folder examples .

WARNING: Please use only the input file Input.csv  to insert inputs. The input file present in the examples  folder is there only to exemplify
how to insert inputs for different workflows and not for use.

Once, this step is performed, the user needs to open a terminal and cd  to the folder where mgPipe was cloned. The pipeline can be used in two
modes: i) Passive mode, where the user executes the script called Runner.sh  ii) Active mode, where the user runs manually different parts of the
script called Runner.sh .Each part is signaled with its name and the user can just select the commands relative to the needed part. Special uses
of mgPipe are available in passive mode. Please have a look at the Special uses  chapter of this documentation.

The third part, concerning analysis on microbiome data (microbial identification and personalized community modeling), is optional and will be
executed only if the input file indicating the stratification criteria for the different samples is detected.

The pipeline can be stopped at every moment as all the results are saved as soon as they are computed. In case of accidental or volunteer halt in
the execution, the pipeline can be simply restarted without loss of time running again Runner.sh  : already saved results (from previous runs) are
automatically detected and not recomputed.

The main results are saved in open format (.csv) in the dedicated results folder. The saved tables are:

File Description

genusMap.csv
(only for 16S workflow) relative abundances table with all detected organisms at genus taxonomic level for each
sample (normalized to 1)

speciesMap.csv
(only for 16S workflow) relative abundances table with all detected organisms at species taxonomic level for each
sample (normalized to 1)

normCoverage.csv table with AGORA species/strains relative abundances for each sample (normalized to 1)

ID.csv table containing list of metabolites for which simulations (FVA) and NMPCs are computed

reactions.csv table containing reactions abundances for each individual

standard.csv
table containing metabolite resolved NMPCs for each individual under the same diet conditions (average European
diet)

Other files (see table below) are produced in [PART 2] and saved in the results folder. Individuals' plots of metabolic diversity in relation to
microbiota size as well as Classical multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on patients reaction repertoire and secretion profiles (NMPCs)are outputs of
this part. The user can make use of these output and more information is provided in the Outputs  chapter of the mgPipe module of the
Microbiome Modeling Toolbox

File Description

Setup_allbacs.mat setup object containing all the models joined

microbiota_model_XXX.mat .mat file containing the personalized model (one for each individual)

simRes.mat
.mat file containing NMPCs (FVAct), the complementary FVAs results (NSct), values of the
objective function (Presol), names of infeasible models (InFesMat)

Metabolic_Diversity.eps plot of metabolic diversity

PCoA reactions.eps PCoA on patients reaction repertoire

PCoA_individuals_fluxes_standard.eps PCoA on patients secretion profiles (NMPCs)

Additionally, if the specific option is enabled in the input file, [PART 3] is executed and a .pdf report SLW_analysis.pdf  is produced and saved
in the results folder resPath .
The generated report consists in a summary of statistical and machine learning analysis done on the base of the specified stratification criteria
for the different samples on relative microbial abundances, reactions abundances, and metabolite secretion profiles (NMPCs). The analysis
includes finding significant features through multiple testing adjusted Wilcoxon Rank Sum Test, feature extraction techniques, such as Principal
Coordinate Analysis, and random forest feature selection techniques.

mgPipe can also run in active mode. The usage of the active mode is recommended, especially in the case of which the user would like to run
different parts separately. This is possible because different parts of mgPipe save their output into .csv  format in the resPath  folder.

Outputs

Special uses
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A typical example is when the user is running the mgPipe virtual Box on a guest OS (maybe even not even UNIX based) where CPLEX MATLAB
and the related dependencies (COBRA Toolbox, Microbiome Modeling Toolbox) are already installed. In this case, the user can run [PART 1] of 
Runner.sh  in active mode on the mgPipe virtual Box, collect the output from [PART 1] from the resPath  folder, run manually the MATLAB

mgPipe module of the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox, collect the output, and use it back on the mgPipe virtual Box to execute [PART 3].
Headers indicating the beginning of each part are indicated in the file Runner.sh

The figure below graphically summarizes the pipeline code structure, main input and outputs.

Examples of input file is in the folder mgPipe/examples . The file can be directly modified by the user to run the pipeline.

Please report any problem opening threads in the issue section.

A tutorial mgPipeTutorial.docx  is available in mgPipe/tutorials/ .

An installation tutorial mgPipe installation tutorial.docx  is available in mgPipe/tutorials/ .

This study received funding from the Luxembourg National Research Fund(FNR), through the ATTRACT programme (FNR/A12/01), and the
OPEN grant (FNR/O16/11402054), as well as the European Research Council(ERC) under the European Union?s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme (grant agreement No 757922).

Federico Baldini, 03.10.19

Luxembourg Centre for Systems Biomedicine, University of Luxembourg, Campus Belval, Esch-sur-Alzette, Luxembourg

federico.baldini@uni.lu
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Chapter 4

Parkinson’s disease-associated alterations

of the gut microbiome can invoke

disease-relevant metabolic changes

Baldini, F., Hertel, J., Sandt, E., Thinnes, C., Neuberger-Castillo, L., Pavelka, L., Betsou
F., Krüger R. and Thiele, I. (2019). Parkinson’s disease-associated alterations of the gut
microbiome can invoke disease-relevant metabolic changes. bioRxiv, 691030.

Abstract

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a systemic disease clinically defined by the degeneration of

dopaminergic neurons in the brain. While alterations in the gut microbiome composition

have been reported in PD, their functional consequences remain unclear. Herein, we first

analysed the gut microbiome of patients and healthy controls by 16S rRNA gene sequencing

of stool samples from the Luxembourg Parkinson’s study (n=147 typical PD cases, n=162

controls). All individuals underwent detailed clinical assessment, including neurological

examinations and neuropsychological tests followed by self-reporting questionnaires. Second,

we predicted the potential secretion for 129 microbial metabolites through personalised

metabolic modelling using the microbiome data and genome-scale metabolic reconstructions

of human gut microbes. Our key results include: 1. eight genera and nine species changed

significantly in their relative abundances between PD patients and healthy controls. 2. PD-

associated microbial patterns statistically depended on sex, age, BMI, and constipation. The
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relative abundances of Bilophila and Paraprevotella were significantly associated with the

Hoehn and Yahr staging after controlling for the disease duration. In contrast, dopaminergic

medication had no detectable effect on the PD microbiome composition. 3. Personalised

metabolic modelling of the gut microbiomes revealed PD-associated metabolic patterns in

secretion potential of nine microbial metabolites in PD, including increased methionine

and cysteinylglycine. The microbial pantothenic acid production potential was linked to

the presence of specific non motor symptoms and attributed to individual bacteria, such

as Akkermansia muciniphila and Bilophila wardswarthia. Our results suggest that PD-

associated alterations of gut microbiome could translate into functional differences affecting

host metabolism and disease phenotype.

4.1 Introduction

Parkinson’s Disease (PD) is a complex multifactorial disease, with both genetic and envi-

ronmental factors contributing to the evolution and progression of the disease [99]. While

several studies have elucidated the role of genetic factors in the pathogenesis of the disease

[104, 25, 139, 51], the role and the contribution of various environmental and lifestyle factors

are still not completely understood [64]. Importantly, about 60% of the PD patients suffer

from constipation [59], which can start up to 20 years before the diagnosis and is one of

the prodromal syndromes [161, 38]. The human being is considered to be a superorganism

recognising a complex interplay between the host and microbes [169]. For instance, the

human gut microbiome has been shown to complement the host with essential functions

(trophic, metabolic, protective) and to influence the host’s central nervous system (CNS) via

the gut-brain axis through the modulation of neural pathways and GABAergic and serotonin-

ergic signalling systems [36]. Recent studies have reported an altered gut composition in

PD [77, 102, 162, 21, 87, 91, 147, 82, 14]. One of these studies has been conducted using

samples from recently diagnosed, drug-naive patients [21]. These studies have demonstrated

that PD patients have an altered microbiome composition, compared to age-matched controls.

However, the functional implications of the altered microbiome remain to be elucidated, e.g.,

using animal models [158]. A complementary approach is computational modelling, or con-

straint based reconstruction and analyses (COBRA) [138], of microbiome-level metabolism.
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In this approach, metabolic reconstructions for hundreds of gut microbes [117] are combined

based on microbiome data [12, 84]. Flux balance analysis (FBA) [138] is then used to

compute, e.g., possible metabolite uptake or secretion flux rates of each microbiome model

(microbiome metabolic profile) [78] or to study of microbial metabolic interactions (cross

feedings) [105, 80]. This approach has been applied to various microbiome data sets to gain

functional insights [181, 78, 86], including for PD where we propose that microbial sulphur

metabolism could contribute to changes in the blood metabolome of PD patients [86]. In the

present study, we aim at investigating microbial changes associated with PD while focusing

on possible covariates influencing microbial composition and at proposing functional, i.e.,

metabolic, consequences arising from the microbiome changes. First, we analysed the faecal

microbial composition of PD patients and controls from the Luxembourg Parkinson’s study

[88] (Figure 4.1). Second, based on the observed significant differences in the composition

of microbial communities between PD patients and controls, we created and interrogated

personalised computational models representing the metabolism of each individual’s micro-

bial community. We demonstrate that the combined microbial composition and functional

metabolite analysis provides novel hypotheses on microbial changes associated with PD and

disease severity, enabling future mechanism-based experiments

4.2 Results

The Luxembourg Parkinson’s Disease study includes patients with typical PD and atypical

parkinsonism, as well as matched healthy control subjects from Luxembourg and its neigh-

bouring regions from a broad age-range [88]. For the present study, we focused on typical

PD patients and healthy controls over the age of 50 (Table 4.1, Methods). Stool samples were

analysed for 147 PD patients and 162 controls using 16S rRNA gene sequences (Methods:

Analysis of the microbial composition with 16S rRNA gene sequencing).

4.2.1 Species and genus level changes in PD microbiomes

We investigated disease-associated microbial changes at the species level. We found that

the mean species diversity (i.e., the alpha-diversity) did not significantly differ between PD

cases and controls (b=-0.04351, 95%-CI:(-.107;0.177), p=0.177), in agreement with earlier
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the study approach and the key methods used. Relative abundances
were derived from 16S rRNA gene sequences (Methods: Analysis of the microbial composition with
16S rRNA gene sequencing) and used as input for the personalised community modelling to simulate
metabolites secretion profiles. Relative abundances and secretion profiles were statistically analysed
to identify microbial or metabolic differences between PD patients and controls.

studies [162, 21, 91], but in disagreement with two other studies [102, 82]. However,

seven species were significantly altered in PD (FDR<0.05, Figure 4.2). Note that when

comparing results between different taxonomic levels, changes observed for Ruminococcus

and Roseburia species were not significant on the genus level but only on the species level,

highlighting the importance of species-level resolution. The highest effect size was associated

with Akkermansia muciniphila (Odds ratio (OR)=1.80, 95%-CI=(1.29, 2.51), p=6.02e-04,

FDR<0.05; subsection C.2.1) in agreement with the previously reported higher abundance

of A. muciniphila in PD patients [21, 82]. Subsequently, we examined possible differences

at the genus level by performing semiparametric fractional regressions while adjusting for

age, sex, the body mass index (BMI), batch, and total read counts. We identified eight genera

to be significantly increased in PD (FDR<0.05; Figure 4.3A, Table 4.1), with Lactobacillus
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Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics of the analyses sample from the Luxembourg Parkinson’s Dis-
ease study and overview over associations. A red label means increased in PD, blue decreased in PD,
while – “nothing to report”. PD disease duration refers to time since diagnosis at the date of stool sam-
pling. UPDRS=Unified Parkinson Rating Scale, L-DOPA=levodopa, MAO-B=monoaminooxidase B,
COMT=Catecholamine-Methyl-Transferase, NMPC=Net maximal production capability.

showing the highest effect size (Odds ratio (OR)=5.75, 95%-CI=(2.29, 14.45), p=1.96e-04,

FDR<0.05; subsection C.2.2). In contrast, the genera Turicibacter decreased significantly in

PD cases (FDR<0.05). To summarise, significant changes could be observed on the species

and genus level.

4.2.2 PD modifies the effects of basic covariates on the microbiome

Furthermore, we investigated whether the genus level alterations in PD were affected by

basic confounding factors. This interaction analyses uncovered rich effect modifications,

revealing that microbiome changes in PD have to be considered in the context of age, BMI,

and gender. Our analyses demonstrate that the effects of PD are not homogeneous among
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important sub-groups of patients. For example, Paraprevotella was exclusively reduced

in female patients but not in female controls (Figure 4.3B), highlighting gender-dependent

alterations of microbial communities in PD. In addition, the effects of BMI and age were

modified in PD cases. The PD cases had increased Anaerotruncus abundance with age, while

non-linear, overall decreasing abundances of Roseburia and Paraprevotella were observed

with age and BMI, respectively (Figure 4.3C). Taken together, these analyses suggest that

microbial abundances are shifted in PD cases and that also the effects of important covariates

were altered in PD, reflecting the systemic and complex nature of PD.

Figure 4.2: Boxplots of seven significantly changed species in PD versus controls. (FDR<0.05).
Significance levels were determined using multivariable semi-parametrical fractional regressions with
the group variable (PD vs. control) as predictor of interest, including age, gender, BMI, and technical
variables (i.e., total read-counts and batch effect) as covariates. FDR=false discovery rate.

4.2.3 Microbial abundances, medication intake, and constipation in PD

The Luxembourg Parkinson’s study enrols patients of all stages of PD. Therefore, the patients

have considerable inter-individual variance in PD-related features, such as constipation and
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intake of medication (Table 4.1). We analysed whether these features had an impact the

microbiome composition in PD. In our data, we could not find any evidence for an effect of

the three medication types on the microbiome, i.e., levodopa, COMT inhibitors, or MAO-B

inhibitors, when correcting for multiple testing (subsection C.2.2). In contrast, constipation, a

prevalent non-motor symptom in PD patients (Lesser 2002), was associated with an increased

abundance of Bifidobacterium, with a clear effect in constipated PD cases (Figure 4.3D).

However, since there were only ten constipated controls (Table 4.1), these results must be

confirmed in larger cohorts.

4.2.4 Genus association with the disease severity

We next investigated whether the stage of the disease, i.e., defined by Hoehn and Yahr

staging, NMS, and UPDRS (Unified Parkinson Rating Scale) scores, and its subscales, was

associated with altered genus abundance. For the Hoehn and Yahr staging, Paraprevotella

showed a negative association andBilophila showed a positive association, both ofwhichwere

significant after multiple testing (Figure 4.3E). For the UPDRS III subscale score (i.e., motor

symptoms, (Table 4.1), three genera, being Peptococcus, Flavonifractor, and Paraprevotella,

survived correction for multiple testing (Figure 4.3F). In contrast, the other UPDRS subscales

and the NMS were not significantly associated with microbial changes, after correction for

multiple testing. Note that these analyseswere performedwhile adjusting for disease duration.

When analysing the association pattern of disease duration, we found Lactobacillus positively

correlated with the disease duration (FDR<0.05, C.1). In conclusion, our data suggest that

the microbial composition may be utilised as a correlate of disease severity.

4.2.5 Metabolic modelling reveals distinct metabolic secretion capabil-

ities of PD microbiomes

To obtain insight into the possible functional consequence of observed microbiome changes

in PD, we used metabolic modelling (cf. Methods). Briefly, we mapped each of the 309 mi-

crobiome samples on the generic microbial community model consisting of 819 gut microbial

reconstructions [117, 78] (cf. Appendix C) to derived personalised microbiome models [12].

We then computed a net maximal production capability (NMPC) for 129 different metabolites
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that could be secreted by each microbial community model (cf. Methods), providing thereby

a characterisation of the differential microbial metabolic capabilities in PDs and controls. The

secretion of nine metabolites had differential NMPCs in PD (Figure 4.4A, all FDR<0.05) as

determined bymultivariable regressions adjusting for age, sex, BMI, and technical covariates.

Moreover, although less dominant in comparison to the abundance data, PD-covariate inter-

actions were also prevalent, with the uracil secretion potential showing a sex-specific effect

and cysteine-glycine showing a BMI-dependent PD-effect (Figure 4.4B, 4C). In subsequent

analyses, we tested for associations of the NMPCs with constipation, medication, disease

duration, Hoehn-Yahr staging, NMS, and UPDRS III scores, complementing thereby the

analyses on the abundance level. Notably, we found xanthine, D-alanine, L-lactic acid, D221

ribose, and pantothenic acid positively associated with constipation (Figure 4.4B), while no

NMPC was associated with medication or with disease duration. However, the pantothenic

acid secretion potential was positively associated with higher NMS scores, interestingly both

in PD and in controls (Figure 4.4D), while no NMPC survived correction for multiple testing

regarding associations with the UPDRS III score and Hoehn-Yahr staging. To conclude, these

results suggest that the altered microbial composition in PD could result in broad changes

in metabolic capabilities, which manifested themselves additionally in non-motor symptoms

and constipation.

4.2.6 PD specific secretion profiles were altered due to changed commu-

nity structure and species abundances

Next, we analysed which microbes contributed to the differential secretion profiles by corre-

lating the NMPCs to the abundance data (Figure 4.4E/F, subsection C.2.3). Six metabolite

NMPCs had strong contribution or where even dominated by single genera (Figure 4D), while

for the other four NMPCs no single dominant genus could be identified. We then computed

the contribution value of each genus to the production of each secreted metabolite (NMPC).

From the aforementioned genera, which were associated on genus or species level with PD,

only Akkermansia, Acidaminococcus, and Roseburia had substantial metabolic contributions

(over 25%). Acidaminococcus was responsible for 64% of the variance in cysteine-glycine

production and Roseburia for 30% of the variance in uracil production potential. Akkerman-
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sia impacted the secretion profiles the most and substantially contributed to the metabolism

of nine metabolites (Figure 4.4F), including the neurotransmitter gamma243 aminobutyric

acid (GABA) and two sulfur species, being hydrogen sulfide and methionine. GABA was

also significantly altered between PD and controls on a nominal level missing FDR corrected

significance narrowly (b=0.18, 95%-CI:(0.06;0.30), p=0.003, FDR=0.0501). These analyses

demonstrate the added value of metabolic modeling to investigate altered metabolic functions

from the whole microbial composition.

4.3 Discussion

In this study, we aimed to elucidate compositional and functional changes in the fecal micro-

biome of PD patients. Therefore, we analysed 16S rRNA data from a cohort of typical PD

patients (n=147) and controls (n=162), and performed personalized microbial computational

modeling. We identified i) eight genera and seven species that changed significantly in their

relative abundances between PD patients and healthy controls. ii) PD associated microbial

patterns that were dependent on sex, age, BMI, constipation, and iii) in PD patients altered

secretion potentials, particularly in sulfur metabolism, usingmetabolic modeling of microbial

communities. Overall, our work demonstrated compositional and functional differences in

the gut microbial communities of Parkinson’s disease patients providing novel experimentally

testable hypothesis related to PD pathogenesis.

The microbial compositional analyses of our cohort identified significantly different mi-

crobial abundance distributions between PD patients and healthy controls (Table 4.1). Up to

date, 13 studies have described altered colonic microbial compositions associated with PD

and an overall picture starts to arise (Figure 4.5). For instance, the microbial the families of

Verrucomicrobiaceae and Lactobacillaceae have been consistently found to have an increased

abundance in PD (Figure 4.5). In accordance, our study also reports increased abundance in

PD of Akkermansia, Christensenella, and Lactobacillus. Similarly, Bifidobacteria has also

been repeatedly associated with PD (Figure 4.5) but in our study, we could show that the

Bifidobacteria association dependent on constipation (Figure 4.3) highlighting the need for

incorporating disease-specific phenotypes as covariates into the statistical design.
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At the same time, inconsistencies between the studies remain and they may be due to

differences in study design, inclusion criteria, faecal sampling, RNA extraction protocols,

and metagenomic and statistical methods. For instance, we used a relatively large, PD

cohort while Bedarf and colleagues [21] studied a small cohort of drug-naïve, male PD pa-

tients and male controls (Figure 4.5). Three studies included individuals of Chinese descent

[114, 115, 150] while the other studies focused on Caucasian individuals. It has been shown

that microbial composition is associated with ethnic background, geography, and dietary

habits [186, 46, 203], which may explain some of the discrepancies. The differences between

the studies hence highlight the importance of performing meta-analysis to identify global mi-

crobial signatures, as it has been done for, e.g., colorectal cancer [198]. Such meta-analysis

may also permit to investigate subgroups of PD, as the number of cases and controls would

be substantially increased and thus provide higher statistical power. For instance, we ob-

served various effect modulators that were not reported before in humans (Table 4.1), such

as Paraprevotella abundance reduction being specific to women. This result is apparently in

contradiction with findings from Bedarf and colleagues [21] who reported decreased levels of

Prevotellaceae in a cohort of only male PD patients. However, once again, differences might

be explained by different inclusion criteria, methodologies, and related possible sex-specific

effects. Interestingly, a recent study reported a higher abundance of Paraprevotella in male

mice compared to female mice [92]. Despite the lack of extensive studies on gender-specific

differences in microbiome composition, we suggest that machine learning procedures on mi-

crobiome data should be performed in a sex-stratified manner. Larger cohorts, e.g., through

meta-analysis of published cohorts would allow the identification of generalizable microbial

differences in PD patients and also, specific microbial changes associated with certain traits

and physiological characteristics, as suggested by our data.

We could not detect an effect of the dopaminergic, PD specific medication on the micro-

biome composition, after correction for multiple testing. Also the fact that key findings from

the study of Bedarf and colleagues [21] were reproduced in other cohorts of PD patients un-

der medication, including ours, support that notion. Nonetheless, in previous studies, Dorea

and Phascolarctobacterium genera have been negatively associated with levodopa equivalent

doses [150] and members of the family of Bacillaceae have been correlated with levodopa
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treatment [82]. Consequently, it cannot be excluded that medication is associated with mi-

crobial changes, albeit the association may be weaker than the effects of other covariates.

As PD drugs are often taken in combinations, it would require a larger sample size than

used in our study to permit the investigation of all possible drug combinations. The lack of

clear association is somewhat expected as levodopa is absorbed in the upper part of the small

intestine [174] and thus small intestinal rather than large intestinal microbes may play a more

prominent role in levodopa bioavailability. Consistently, a recent study showed that bacterial

tyrosine decarboxylases restrict the bioavailability of levodopa [192]. Interestingly, 193/818

reconstructed microbes [117], commonly found in the human gut, carry genes encoding for

proteins that convert levodopa into dopamine [132]. Levodopa is always given with decar-

boxylase inhibitors, such as carbidopa or benserazide, targeting the human decarboxylases,

but it cannot be excluded that they also act on the microbial counterpart. However, Van

Kessel et al. have shown that carbidopa as well as benserazide is only a weak inhibitor of the

microbial tyrosine decarboxylase [192].

We identified a positive association of Bilophila abundance with the Hoehn and Yahr

staging, which captures motor impairment and disability independent of disease duration.

Indeed, the abundance of Bilophilawas not associate with disease duration, indicating mainly

dependency on the progression of symptoms. This finding is consistent with experimental

mice studies demonstrating the pro-inflammatory effect of Bilophila overgrowth [49, 128].

Notably, theHoehn andYahr stagingwas also positively associated on a nominal level with the

predicted pyruvate secretion profile (subsection C.2.4), which was accordingly significantly

increased in PD patients on a nominal level alongside with L- and D-alanine. Bilophila

has the rare capability to use taurine, an inhibitory neurotransmitter with neuroprotective

effects [160, 201], as an energy source [110]. This pathway is initiated by the taurine:

pyruvate aminotransferase [110], converting pyruvate and taurine into L-alanine and sul-

foacetaldehyde. The only microbe of the 818 species in our AGORA collection encoding

the corresponding gene was Bilophila, which was significantly increased (FDR<0.05) and

hence, the corresponding reaction (VMH ID: TAURPYRAT) was increased in abundance

in PD microbiomes as well. In a previous study [86], we have shown that blood taurine

conjugated bile acids were positively associated with motor symptoms. Bilophila may be
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a marker of disease progression in PD, and it could modulate human sulphur metabolism

through its taurine degradation capabilities. Alterations in sulphur metabolism have been

already described when using computational modelling of microbiomes from a cohort of

early diagnosed and levodopa naive PD patients [21, 86] as well as an increased concen-

tration of methionine and derived metabolites in blood samples [86]. Furthermore, we and

others have reported alterations in bile acids and taurine-conjugated bile acids in PD patients

[69, 86]. Our present study suggests again a key role of Bilophila in host-microbiome sulphur

co-metabolism, which may link with bile acid metabolism.

Interestingly, an increased abundance of B. wadsworthia has been linked to constipation

[194]. B. wadsworthia is the only microbe in the AGORA collection capable of the metabolic

reaction converting pyruvate and taurine to L-alanine and sulphoacetaldehyde (VMH ID:

TAURPYRAT). Therefore, an increased production of L-alanine might be due to the in-

creased B. wadsworthia abundance. This resulting higher production rate of L-alanine could

then lead to an increased conversion into D-alanine via the alanine racemase (VMH ID:

ALAR), which was present in 808/818 gut microbes in the AGORA collection. Accordingly,

D-alanine was one of the three metabolite secretion profiles increased in constipated PD

patients (Figure 4.4E). This hypothesis of B. wadsworthia playing a role in constipation of

PD patients would need to be experimentally validated, especially since we could not find

statistically significant changes in the association between the abundance of B. wadsworthia

and constipated individuals. In contrast, we found an increase in Bifidobacteria abundance

in constipated individuals and particularly in constipated PD patients. This result disagreed

with an earlier study on individuals with chronic constipation, which reported a decrease in

Bifidobacteria abundance [103]. Overall, the available data suggest that complex alterations

in microbial composition are associated with constipation but may differ between diseases.

The mucin degrading microbe, A. muciniphila, represents about 1-4% of the faecal mi-

crobiome in humans [126]. Numerous diseases have been associated with a decrease in A.

muciniphila abundance [164, 70], while an increase has been consistently reported in PD

patients (Figure 4.5). The A. muciniphila abundance had the largest contribution to the sig-

nificantly altered metabolite secretion profiles (Figure 4.4E), including the neurotransmitter
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gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA). While its predicted secretion potential was only nom-

inally increased in PD patients the present study, higher GABA secretions rates have also

been predicted based on microbiome data from early stage levodopa naive PD patients [86].

Importantly, GABA receptors have been found in the enteric nervous system, gut muscle, gut

epithelial layers, and endocrine-like cells [93] and its gut receptors are thought to be related

to gastric motility (peristalsis), gastric emptying, and acid secretion [93]. Experiments with

the GABAb agonist baclofen have shown that GABAb receptors can reduce gastric mobility

in the colon of rabbits (via cholinergic modulation) [184]. Interestingly, A. muciniphila has

been shown to be positively associated with gastrointestinal transit time [67, 193]. GABA

could reach the CNS via blood stream as a lipophilic compound, being able to pass the blood

brain barrier. Additionally, microbial GABA could affect the brain-gut axis by contributing

the human GABA pools, especially as it has been shown that the microbiome can affect

GABA receptor density in the CNS via the vagus nerve [30]. To establish whether and which

role A. muciniphila and GABA may play a role in prodomal PD, further experimental studies

will be required.

In order to move beyond mere cataloguing of microbial changes associated with diseases,

pathway-based tools [3] have been developed, in which microbial sequences (or reads) are

mapped, e.g., onto KEGG ontologies present in the KEGG database [100]. Using such

tools, Bedarf et al reported decreased glucuronate degradation and an increase in tryptophan

degradation and formate conversion [21]. Similarly, Heinz-Buschart et al. reported 26

KEGG pathways to be altered in PD microbiomes [82]. In our study, we complemented the

compositional analysis with computational modelling to gain insight into potential functional,

i.e., metabolic, consequences of changed microbe abundances in PD. The advantage of our

approach is that the functional assignments may be more comprehensive than more canonical

methods, such as KEGG ontologies because (1) the underlying genome-scale metabolic

reconstructions have been assembled based on refined genome annotations and have been

manually curated to ensure that the reaction and gene content is consistent with current

knowledge about the microbe’s physiology, and (2) each of these reconstructions, alone or

in combinations, are amenable to metabolic modelling and thus functional and metabolic

consequences of a changed environment (e.g., nutrients or other microbes in the models) can
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be computed. These simulations are thus allowing to predict functional consequences and

not only pathway or reaction enrichment, as typically done.

4.3.1 Strength and limitation

Here, we present microbiome analyses in a large population-based, monocentric case control

study on PD from a defined area (Figure 4.5). Capitalising on the overall clinical spectrum of

PD of the LuxPark cohort, which reflects a representative sample of PD patients of different

disease stages from a defined geographical area, we demonstrated that microbial composition

is not only altered in PD but also that the observed associations of PD with changes in the

composition of the microbiome should be interpreted in the context of age, sex, BMI, and

constipation. This information is of importance for clinical translation, highlighting the need

for both, (i) a personalised and (ii) a holistic approach, to understand the role of micro-

bial communities in PD pathogenesis. In a second step targeting the potential functional

changes related to PD-associated microbiomes, we performed metabolic modelling based on

the AGORA collection [117] of genome-scale metabolic reconstructions, allowing for the

predictions of metabolite secretion profiles. Thus, our analyses facilitated a detailed inves-

tigation of the altered metabolism of PD-related microbial communities in the gut, pointing

towards a role of the known pro-inflammatory species B. wadsworthia interacting with the

host on sulphur metabolism. Hence, metabolic modelling provides a valuable tool for deci-

phering the metabolic activity of microbial communities in PD.

However, despite the partial confirmation of previous results by our study (Table 5),

several limitations should be kept in mind. First, certain covariates were not investigated,

such as diet, exercise, and smoking. Whether these covariates alter the PD-specific signature

is yet to be analysed. Although our study belongs to the three largest studies performed

yet on PD, our sample size was still too small to deliver insights on combinations of drugs.

Furthermore, 16S RNA sequencing, as applied in our study, is not allowing analyses on the

strain level and may lead to misclassifications [96], and follow-up studies based on shotgun

sequencing are needed to further corroborate our results. However, our results are notably

well aligned with a previous shotgun sequencing study [21], which would further support a
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role of 16S RNA sequencing as a cost-efficient screening method. Being cross-sectional in

nature, causal inference is not possible. Consequently, althoughmetabolicmodelling has been

numerous times been shown to correctly predict attributes of living systems [133, 11, 131],

our hypothesis on the role of B. wadsworthia in PD interlinking sulphur metabolism with

disease severity requires experimental validation. To conclude, by combining metabolic

modelling with comprehensive statistical analyses, we identified a promising research target

in PD and refined the understanding of PD-related microbial changes.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Description of the Luxembourg Parkinson’s study

For this study, data and biospecimen of the LuxPark cohort were utilised [88]. The Luxem-

bourg Parkinson’s study includes a variegated group of patients with typical PD and atypical

parkinsonism, and controls from Luxembourg and its neighbouring regions [88]. Controls

were partly sampled among relatives of patients. The corresponding information on the

family relation between controls and cases was not available. Cancer diagnosis with ongoing

treatment, pregnancy, and secondary parkinsonism (drug induced parkinsonism and parkin-

sonism in the frame of normotensive hydrocephalus) were exclusion criteria for enrolling in

the patient or healthy control group. For 454 individuals (controls: n=248, PD: n=206) from

the LuxPark cohort, stool samples were available and used for 16S RNA gene sequencing

data (see below). Within LuxPark, controls were selected among spouses of chosen patients

and volunteers and individuals from other independent Luxembourgish studies [45, 157]. As

we aimed to target specifically typical PD (IPD), we excluded all individuals with age below

50 (controls: n=47, PD: n=9) and all individuals with an unclear status of PD diagnosis or an

atypical PD diagnosis (PD: n=47). PD patients were defined as typical PD, according to the

inclusion criteria by the United Kingdom Parkinson’s Disease Society Brain Bank Clinical

Diagnostic Criteria (Hughes et al. 1992). Furthermore, we excluded control patients with a

United Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS) III score above ten, except for one control

where the high UPDRS III score was caused by an arm injury. Furthermore, we excluded

control persons who took dopaminergic medications (n=5), and individuals who reported to
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have taken antibiotics in the last six months (controls: n=20, PD: n=13). Note that excluded

observations behave sub-additive, because of overlap between the exclusion criteria (i.e. in-

dividuals below age 50 and taking antibiotics). Finally, 309 individuals (controls: n=162,

cases: n=147) were included in the statistical analyses.

All study participants gave written informed consents, and the study was performed in

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The LuxPark study [88] was approved by the

National Ethics Board (CNER Ref: 201407/13) and Data Protection Committee (CNPD Ref:

446/2017).

4.4.2 Measurements and neuropsychiatric testing

All patients and healthy controls were assessed by a neurologist, neuropsychologist or trained

study nurse during the comprehensive battery of clinical assessment. Olfaction testing was

conducted using the Sniffin’ Sticks 16-item version (SS) within the LuxPark cohort [88].

Antibiotics usage was defined as intake of antibiotic within the previous six months to stool

collection. For assessing PD-related motor and non-motor symptoms, the UPDRS rating

scales I-IV were used [68]. The severity of the disease was reflected by the Hoehn and Yahr

staging [89]. Non-motor symptoms were measured via the NMS questionnaire [155]. The

use of medication was recorded, and PD498 specific medication was classified into three

classes, 1) levodopa, 2) dopamine receptor agonist, and 3) MAO-B/COMT inhibitors.

4.4.3 Collection and processing of stool samples

All samples were processed following standard operating procedures [112, 122]: stool sam-

pleswere collected at home by patients using theOMNIgene.GUT stool tubes (DNAGenotek)

and sent to the Integrated Biobank Luxembourg (IBBL) where one aliquot of 1 ml was used

for DNA extraction. For the DNA extraction, a modified Chemagic DNA blood protocol

was used with the MSM I instrument (PerkinElmer), the Chemagic Blood kit special 4 ml

(Ref. CMG-1074) with a lysis buffer for faecal samples, and MSM I software. Samples were

lysed using the SEB lysis buffer (included in the kit) and vortexed to obtain a homogenous

suspension that was incubated for 10min at 70°C, then 5min at 95°C. Lysates (1.5mL) were
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centrifuged for five minutes at 10,000 g at RT. Supernatants were transferred to a 24XL

deep-well plate. Plates were processed using the MSM I automated protocol.

4.4.4 Analysis of the microbial composition with 16S rRNA gene se-

quencing

The V3-V4 regions of the 16S rRNA were sequenced at IBBL using an Illumina 516 Plat-

form (Illumina MiSeq) using 2x300bp paired-end reads [88]. The gene517 specific primers

targeted the V3 - V4 regions of the 16S rRNA gene. These primers were designed with

Illumina overhang adapters and used to amplify templates from genomic DNA. Amplicons

were generated, cleaned, indexed, and sequenced according to the Illumina- demonstrated

16S Metagenomic Sequencing Library Preparation Protocol with certain modifications. In

brief, an initial PCR reaction contained at least 12.5 ng of DNA. A subsequent limited-

cycle amplification step was performed to add multiplexing indices and Illumina sequencing

adapters. Libraries were normalised, pooled, and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq system

using 2x300 bp paired-end reads.

The demultiplexed samples were processedmerging forward and reverse reads and quality

filtered using the dedicated pipeline "Merging and Filtering tool (MeFit)" [145] with default

parameters. To obtain a reliable microbial identification, identification to both genus and

species taxonomic level was obtained using the SPINGO (SPecies level IdentificatioN of

metaGenOmic amplicons) classifier [8] with default parameters. Relative abundances were

computed, for each sample, using an R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna,

Austria) [94] custom script. Briefly, for each sample, the counts of each genera/species were

retrieved, and then the sum of the counts of all the genera/species was used to normalise to a

total value of 1 each genera/species count.

4.4.5 Personalised constraint-based modelling of microbial communi-

ties

AGORA consists of a set of 819 strains of microbes commonly found in the human gut

[117, 132]. To match species taxonomic resolution, we combined strain models of the same
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species in one species model (‘panSpeciesModel.m’) using the function ‘createPanMod-

els.m’ of the microbiome modelling toolbox [12]. Briefly, reactions of multiple strains are

combined into one pan-reconstruction. The pan542 biomass reaction is built from the average

of all strain-specific biomass reactions. Microbial abundances were mapped onto a set of

646 species performing an automatic name matching between SPINGO species taxonomic

assignment and panSpecies names. A threshold for assessing the bacterial presence of a rel-

ative abundance value of 0.0001 was used to reduce the time of computations while limiting

the order of magnitude simulations results of stoichiometric coefficients to ten. A total of

259 species overlapped between our set of species models and SPINGO species assignment

when considering species identified at least in 10 % of samples (cf. Appendix C). The

retrieved microbial abundance information for each sample was integrated into a community

modelling setup obtaining personalised microbiome models using the automated module

of the microbiome modelling toolbox [12] called mgPipe within the COBRA toolbox [84]

(commit: b097185b641fc783fa6fea4900bdd303643a6a7e). Briefly, the metabolic models of

the community members are connected by a common compartment, where each model can

secrete/uptake metabolites. An average European diet was set as input for each microbiome

model [132]. A community objective function was formulated based on the sum of each

microbial model objective function and constrained to a lower bound of 0.4 per day and

upper bound of one per day. A set of exchange reactions connects the shared compartment

to the environment enabling to predict metabolite uptake and secretion flux rates (metabolic

profiles/NMPCs) consistent with the applied constraints. The personalisation of each mi-

crobiome model was achieved by adjusting stoichiometric coefficients in the community

biomass reactions to each sample’s relative microbial abundance and removing species un-

detected from the community models.

Relative reactions abundances were calculated by summing the number of species having

the reaction in a microbiome model and scaling the sum by the respective species relative

abundance. Community metabolic profiles of these microbial communities were assessed

using flux variability analysis on the exchange reactions [72]. AGORA microbial metabolic

reconstructions used for the construction of the community models were downloaded from

the VMH (www.vmh.life, [132]). All computations were performed in MATLAB version
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2018a (Mathworks, Inc.), using the IBM CPLEX (IBM, Inc.) solver through the Tomlab

(Tomlab, Inc.) interface.

4.4.6 Analyses of relative abundances

For descriptive statistics, metric variables were described by means and standard deviations,

while nominal variables were described by proportions. Missing values were not imputed,

and the pattern of missing values was not assessable via the ADA platform [88]. The read

counts for each metagenomic feature (e.g., genera and species) were divided by total read

counts such that relative abundances were retrieved. Relative abundances were checked for

outliers. Observations with more than four standard deviations from the mean were excluded

from analyses. Only genera and species detected in more than 50% of all samples were

included in the analyses, resulting in 62 genera and 127 species.

The metagenomic data was analysed using fractional regressions as developed by [144].

Fractional regressions, first applied to econometric problems, are semiparametric methods

designed to model fractional data without the need of specifying the distribution of the

response variable. Fractional regressions are further inherently robust against heteroscedas-

ticity and can be parametrised in odds ratios, delivering convenient interpretations of the

regression coefficients. All statistical models included technical covariates, batch, total read

counts, and unclassified read counts (reads for which a taxonomic assignment was not pos-

sible independently from any threshold of confidence estimate value used). The read count

variables were included into the statistical model, as it has been shown that normalisation

by division can introduce bias if certain statistical assumptions implied by the application

of division are not fulfilled [86]. In the case of metagenomic data, the effect of read counts

would be removed by division if the observations would be sampled from a multinomial

distribution. However, this is not a given as species and genera correlate amongst each other,

violating the assumptions needed to construct multinomial distributions. In consequence,

read count normalisation by division is prone to introduce a bias into metagenomic data; a

potential bias, we corrected for by including the read counts as covariates into the model.
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Before fitting the final statistical models, we explored the associations of basic covariates

(age, sex, and BMI) with metagenomic features using fractional regressions as described

above to avoid misspecifications of the statistical models. Since the data showed a high range

in age and BMI, we checked for potential non-linear associations by including these variables

into the models as restricted cubic splines [76] using three knots defined by the 5%-percentile,

the median, and the 95%-percentile. As in the case for age, we found species with indications

of non-linear age-associations with p<0.01, age was modelled in all analyses via restricted

cubic splines.

All p-values are reported two-tailed. Statistical analyseswere performed in STATA14/MP

(College Station, Texas, USA). Summary statistics of the performed analyses are given in the

Supplementary files (section C.2).

4.4.7 Differences betweenPDand controls inmicrobial composition and

the influence of covariates

To analyse difference between genus abundances between PD and controls, fractional regres-

sions were carried out with the relative abundance of the genus as the response variable,

while including technical covariates, age (restricted cubic splines), sex, and BMI into the

statistical modelling. The predictor of interest was the study group indicator variable. We

corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure [22] by setting the

false discovery rate (FDR) to 0.05. Consequently, we corrected for 62 tests when reporting

genera results. These analyses were repeated analogously for the taxonomic level of species,

while correcting for multiple testing via the FDR.

Next, we explored the possibility of statistical interactions between basic covariates (age,

sex, and BMI) and the group indicator. For these analyses, we once again modelled age and

BMI via restricted cubic splines allowing for non-linear interaction terms. We only tested

two-way interaction terms. All interaction terms were introduced simultaneously into the

statistical model and tested on significance via aWald test [76], correcting for multiple testing

via the FDR. For the globally significant test, the single interaction terms were investigated to
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explore which covariate-group interaction contributed to the overall significance. For inter-

pretation, the interaction terms were visually inspected by plotting the predictions conditional

on technical covariates. These analyses were then rerun with species abundances as response

variable instead of genus abundances.

We assessed the influence of constipation on the microbial composition. We introduced

the binary predictor constipation (yes/no) as additional predictor into the model and the

corresponding group-constipation interaction term. Both terms were tested simultaneously

on zero with a Wald test. The analyses were once again adjusted for technical covariates, age

(restricted cubic splines), sex, and BMI, and we corrected for multiple testing via the FDR.

4.4.8 Analyses of within PD phenotypes in relation to microbial compo-

sition

We investigated the association pattern of medication and clinical features regarding the

microbial composition. These analyses were only performed on the IPD cases, while controls

were excluded from the analyses. First, we analysed the disease duration as measured in

years between the date of the stool sampling and the year of the diagnosis. The analyses were

conducted as before via fractional regressions with the genus abundances as the response

variable, while adjusting for technical covariates, age (restricted cubic splines), sex, and

BMI. Then, we assessed in separate analyses the UPDRS III score as an indicator for motor

symptoms, the non-motor symptoms as measured by the NMS, the Hoehn-Yahr staging of

the disease as a global measure of disease progression, and the sniff-score. All these analyses

were performed adjusted for technical covariates, age (restricted cubic splines), sex, BMI, and

disease duration. Each of these series of regression represents 62 test, which was accounted

for using the FDR. The impact of medication was analysed by examining three classes of

medication, a) levodopa, b) mono-amino oxidase/catechol-O-methyltransferase inhibitors,

and c) dopamine receptor agonists. We generated three corresponding binary phenotypes

(intake/no intake) and added these three variables simultaneously to the statistical model

determining the significance of this add-on via a Wald test. We then tested each medication-

class in separate analyses, strictly correcting for multiple testing via the FDR (186 tests in
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total). The analyses were performed adjusted for technical covariates, age (restricted cubic

splines), sex, BMI, and disease duration.

4.4.9 Statistical analyses of fluxes

The NMPCs were log transformed such that the skewness of the distribution was minimised

[27]). This type of transformation was applied because of the very differently skewed distri-

butions of the single NMPCs. Then, outliers were excluded using the 4-SD outlier rule as

before. Only fluxes with more than 50% non-zero values were retained in analyses. Further-

more, NMPCs with distributions not suitable for statistical analyses (e.g., distributions with

a high number of observations with exact the same numerical value) were excluded resulting

in 129 NMPCs included into analyses.

The NMPCs were analysed with mixed linear regressions including the batch as random

effects. Including the batch variable as a random effect has a higher statistical power in

comparison to the fixed effect approach, but relies on more restrictive assumptions. We

tested the corresponding random effect assumption by Hausman specification tests and found

no indications of violations of the Hausman specification test. Note that this possibility to

account for batch effects via random effects is not available with fractional regressions where

batch effects were corrected via fixed effects.

We performed the same analyses as with the metagenomic data, with the sole exception

of replacing the fractional regression model with the linear mixed model. In all other aspects,

the analyses followed the same scheme.

4.4.10 Analyses of species contribution to fluxes

To investigate the contribution of species and genera, we calculated for all included genera

and all analysed fluxes the pairwise correlation and the corresponding variance contribution

(the squared correlation). We classified every correlation above 0.5 (equal to 25% of variance

contribution) as a strong correlation in accordance with classical classifications of effect size

[44].
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4.4.11 Material availability

All 16S rRNA sequences can be requested from I.T. (ines.thiele@nuigalway.ie). The mgPipe

pipeline is availablewithin theCOBRA toolbox (https://github.com/opencobra/cobratoolbox),

and the custom scripts with related documentation are available at the GitHub repository:

https://github.com/ThieleLab/CodeBase/tree/master/ND_collect.
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Figure 4.3: Genus alterations in PDs due to interactions with basic covariates. A. Boxplots of the
seven significant species (FDR<0.05). B. Female PD patients have a reduced abundance of Parapre-
votella (FDR<0.05). C. Genus abundance age and BMI dependencies of Anaerotruncus, Roseburia,
and Paraprevotella (global test on all interaction terms, FDR<0.05). For graphical assessment of the
interaction terms the z-transformed residual abundances are displayed after correction for technical
covariates (batch and read counts). D. The genus relative abundance of Bifidobacteriumwas increased
in patients reporting to be constipated (FDR<0.05). E.Genus association with disease staging showed
a decrease of relative abundance of Paraprevotella and an increase of Bilophila genus over increasing
Hoehn and Yahr scale values (FDR<0.05). F. An increased score in motor symptoms (UPDRS
III) was associated with an increased trend in abundances of Flavonifractor and Peptococcus and a
decreased trend in Paraprevotella abundance (FDR<0.05). UPDRS=Unified Parkinson Rating Scale,
BMI=body mass index,FDR=false discovery rate.
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Figure 4.4: Result of analysing secretion profiles of microbial communities. A. Box plots for NM-
PCs differential between cases and controlswith FDR<0.05. B. NMPCswith sex-specific PD signature
or constipation effects (all FDR<0.05). C. Differential age trajectory between cases and controls for
cysteine-glycine (p<0.05). D. Association of pantothenic acid with non254 motor symptoms. E.
Genera contributing more than 25% to NMPCs different between cases and controls. F. Akkermansia
contribution to community production of 12 metabolites expressed as a percentage of total production
for each compound. Metabolites highlighted in red were significantly increased in PD (FDR<0.05).
NMPC=net maximal production capacity, GABA=gamma-aminobutyrate, H2S=hydrogen sulphide,
FDR=false discovery rate. Effect sign “–“: negative correlation. Effect sign “+“: positive correlation.
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Figure 4.5: Reported microbial changes at the family level associated with PD in different
studies. Only those bacterial families are shown, for which significant associations with species or
genera have been reported in at least two studies comparing stool samples from patients and controls.
Red - increased in PD, Blue - decreased in PD. a: Actinomycetales, b: Bacteroides fragilis, c:
Bifidobacterium, d: Christensenella, e: Clostridium coccoides/ leptum, f: Faecalibacterium, Dorea,
g: Clostridium IV/XVIII, Butyricicoccus, Anaerotruncus, h: Anaerotruncus, i: Aquabacterium, j:
Holdemania, k: Lactobacillus, l: Oscillospira, m: Ruminococcus romii, Ruminococcus torques, n:
Sphingomonas, o: Streptococcus, p: Akkermansia. * Drug-naive, de novo PD patients only. Based
on (Barichella et al. 2019) [14].



Chapter 5

Concluding remarks

The increasing availability of microbial sequencing data advanced rapidly our knowledge of

the human gut microbiota. Thanks to pioneer work on these data, we now understand more of

the role of the human gut microbiota and we are able to correlate microbial composition with

several diseases, different lifestyles and diets. The related studies allowed us to understand all

we currently know about the human gut microbiota and provided answers to questions such

as “How does the human gut microbiota composition change over the years?”, “Is microbial

composition changing with different lifestyles?”, “Are there common trends between similar

populations?” and “Can microbial composition be correlated to specific diseases?”. Anyhow,

microbial sequencing data represent a gold mine to be dug to understand the role of the human

gut microbiota, and the full potential of these data has not been yet exploited. As mentioned

before, nowadays, most of the studies in the human gut microbiota field, focus on statistical

correlation rather than trying to explain the related functional mechanisms. Thereby, great

part of the investigators’ efforts was dedicated to performing fine statistics to find, for each

dataset, correlations with a specific predictor and relative covariates, more than trying to

understand the underlying mechanisms. The time to add another dimension to these micro-

biota studies, the functional one, has come. Besides few cases, where other type of omics

data such as transcriptomic and proteomic where correlated to metagenomics in the attempt

of disclosing functional aspects of gut microbial communities [82], very marginal attention

was dedicated to developing methods for understanding these aspects. These multi-omics

approaches can provide powerful insides but are extremely expensive and their application

resulted mainly limited in size and number by funds availability. The good news is that dur-
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ing the last 10 years COBRA modeling, that was mainly used to simulate the metabolism of

single cells, evolved and nowadays, also thanks to the work presented in this thesis, reached

the maturity to be applied to simulate multi-species metabolism, investigating functional

consequences of microbial abundances. The perfect example of what just discussed is the

case of Parkinson’s disease. Multiple investigators hypothesized the origin of PD and the

related neurodegeneration in the gut [28, 29]. By consequence, in the last five years, several

studies were conducted analyzing the composition of the human gut microbiota in PD pa-

tients [21, 83, 162, 14, 87, 91, 102]. Even if with some discrepancies and differences between

studies, a common picture was outlined, with microbial composition found different in PD

patients, especially in few families such as Verrucomicrobiaceae. However, no consequent

mechanism of this differential microbial enrichment was advanced.

The described case on PD, as well as many other microbiome cases, calls for powerful

methods to study the mechanisms behind emerging correlations. The work presented in

this thesis tries to answer this call, delivering methods allowing researchers to investigate

functional aspects of the matter. Firstly, we developed a toolbox (The Microbiome Modeling

Toolbox) to model multi-species (host-microbe and microbe-microbe) scenarios [12]. Within

this toolbox, a facile pipeline (mgPipe) is implemented, allowing the researchers to produce

and interrogate -on a large scale- personalized microbiota models through the integration

with metagenomic data. Secondly, we expanded this pipeline adding steps for relative

abundance retrieval from 16S rRNA gene sequencing and whole-genome sequencing. Our

aim was to develop a fast and automated tool combining multiple steps from different fields,

allowing study replication and non-filed experts to be able to conduct such analysis. In

this way, microbial sequencing data can be functionally explored. The advantage of this

approach is that it poses its basis on analysis of already available data, surely mgPipe can

be used for future studies, but can also help investigators to revisit old studies without the

necessity of producing new data. We demonstrated this in two recent studies on IBD and PD

[86, 78] where we applied this approach to already finalized investigations. We were able to

give new conclusions from already studied data, and in one case we were able to partially

experimentally validate our new predictions [86]. Finally, in the third part of this thesis, we

used this approach on new and non-studied before data on PD patients being able to infer,
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and partially validate against literature, changes in the metabolite secretion of gut microbial

communities of PD patients in dependency of differential microbial abundances [13]. Taken

together, this work of thesis demonstrates the importance and future central role that COBRA

modeling can play in filling the knowledge gaps, advancing our knowledge of the functional

metabolic aspect of the human gut microbiota.

5.1 Sequencing data integration and COBRA modeling

The human gut microbiota consists of several hundreds of microbial species [151] interacting

together and therefore, with the host. All the knowledge on the human gut microbiota that

we currently dispose of comes from the sequencing of microbial communities. However,

even if the availability of these data advanced rapidly our knowledge, we are still limited

in understanding key functionalities of these species such has their metabolic impact on

the host. Understanding the metabolic potential and the metabolic interactions of microbial

communities, such as the ones that we harbor in our gut, is definitely not an easy task, and

methods to do so, in vitro and in vivo, are expensive and limited. In this regard, computational

modeling can represent an attractive target. Thanks to recent efforts, COBRA modeling

approaches enabling the study of the metabolism of microbial communities were developed

[17]. chapter 2 and chapter 3 describe two connected methodologies to process and integrate

microbial sequencing data into COBRA modeling. Thanks to a pipeline named mgPipe, for

each sample, starting from sequencing data, personalized microbiota metabolic models can

be created and the relative secretion profiles can be computed. For each sample, mgPipe uses

a compartmentalization approach to combine several hundreds of organisms GEMs in newly

assembled microbiota models integrating at the same time relative abundance information. In

each microbiota model, organisms can interact with each other sharing metabolites through a

common compartment. Each microbiota model disposes of a community biomass objective

functionwhere the sumof each organisms biomass is averaged for their abundance coefficients

driving the personalization process and make each microbiota model unique. On the base

of a defined media and carbon sources availability, and a selected objective function, the

metabolism of each microbial community can be inferred from the secreted metabolites. The

action of screening secreted metabolites is called secretion profiling, and secretion profiles
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are also important to understand how the microbial community could impact the host health.

Furthermore, once the secretion profiles are computed microbiota models can be used to trace

back each secreted metabolite identifying organisms responsible for their secretion. All these

possibilities can greatly contribute to disclose the functional metabolic mechanisms behind

gut microbial communities structure and their related impact on human homeostasis. mgPipe

was created to be able, from microbial sequencing data, to automatically and efficiently

perform the creation and interrogation of personalized microbiota models. Such models can

include hundreds of organisms and can be generated for numerous cohorts of individuals.

In the first study where mgPipe was used [78], we were able to reconstruct personalized

microbiota models for a cohort composed of controls and IBD patients inferring functional

metabolic properties related to the metabolism of bile acids and tracing back and comparing

among individuals, each microbial contribution to the overall bile acids production.

5.2 Parkinson’s disease and personalized microbiota mod-

eling

Recent studies have highlighted a possible role of the human gut microbiota in the develop-

ment of PD [21, 83, 162, 14, 87, 91, 102]. Such studies were mainly based on microbial

sequencing of cohorts composed of PD patients and found alterations in microbial composi-

tions in the presence of the disease. Even though the previous studies signed a hallmark in the

comprehension of the human gut microbiota composition of Parkinson’s Disease patients, the

related results are difficulty generalizable due to the small number of samples and to the low

degree of heterogeneity of the described cohorts. In fact, on average the number of patients

in each of these studies was quite low, and sometimes uniform patients groups were selected

and covariates were eliminated through matching. Moreover, very few details were provided

on the functional mechanisms that these reported changes would have triggered. The inte-

gration of metagenomics data with a modeling technique for microbial communities based

on constraint-based modeling already proved to be helpful to elucidate metabolic functional

insights of a similar type of multidimensional datasets [86, 78]. In chapter 4, we analyzed

a cohort composed of typical PD patients and controls. Our enrolment criteria wanted to
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reflect the complexity of the disease, and we selected a numerous number of cases (in the top

three of the studies, so far, ever conducted on PD microbiota) under different medications,

age, stage of the disease, of different sex, and different degree of motor and non motor

symptoms. In agreement with previous investigations, we could find a different enrichment

of several bacteria genus and species in PDs also in dependence of specific covariates, and

using mgPipe (chapter 2 and chapter 3) we constructed personalized microbiota models.

Under a common European diet, a differential abundance of microbial species in the gut

of PD patients translated into a different secretion of certain metabolites. Such predictions

were largely overlapping with previous ones that we computed in another cohort study [86],

differences can be explained by different inclusions criteria and degree of cohort diversity.

These predictions can help to shed light on the role of the human gut microbiota in PD, and

with what related mechanisms different organisms could contribute to the pathogenesis of

the disease.

5.3 Future perspectives

Personalized metabolic human gut microbiota models can be used to infer new mechanistic

insights related to specific microbial compositions. The computed predictions can be useful

in many ways from evaluating the impact of different diets on the metabolism of gut mi-

crobial communities to evaluate the metabolic role of the human gut microbiota in diseases.

Understanding the role of the human gut microbiota in specific diseases is crucial to be able

to intervene and personalized gut microbiota modeling could be used to evaluate the efficacy

of possible interventions such as pro or prebiotics supplementations and fecal microbiota

transplant. To this day probiotics interventions are mainly based on supplementation of few

so-called “beneficial” strains. However, the human gut microbiota is a complex system [17],

and we have no idea of the role and behavior of these strains which could be dependent on

the microbial population already present. Furthermore, even if a more stringent and compre-

hensive experimental validation of the predictions is required, at the moment, being able to

formulate testable hypothesis on gut microbial metabolic mechanisms is already something

of great value that could speed the process of discovery delivering possible testable targets.

Such predictions could be expanded through integration with the whole-body metabolism
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reconstruction [181]. The personalized microbiota models created by mgPipe are already

compatible with the whole body metabolism reconstruction [181] and their integration could

be extremely helpful to understand how the microbiome could metabolically impact organs

that are anatomically far from the gut, such as the brain.

Potentially, personalized gut microbial metabolic modeling (PGM) could find application

also in other fields. The related predictions can be used to reveal mechanistic insights for

different diseases as we demonstrated in chapter 4, but could also potentially revolutionize

the world of nutrition. To this day there is not any diet that takes into account the ensemble

of microbial composition and functions. A diet that would reflect microbiota composition

and function could be more effective and potentially, for specific diseases, even therapeutic.

Finally, the work presented in this thesis could contribute to assemble and refine diagnosis

systems for several diseases. If bigger datasets would be needed for such an application, in any

case, the work presented in this thesis can be seen as the first milestone towards personalized

gut microbiota analysis.
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Creation and simulation of personalized microbiota models through metagenomic data integration
Author: Federico Baldini, Molecular Systems Physiology Group, University of Luxembourg.

INTRODUCTION

This tutorial shows the steps that MgPipe automatically performs to create and simulate personalized microbiota models trough metagenomic data integration. Please note 
that this tutorial uses as an example a small dataset (4 columns and 30 rows) with the purpose of demonstrating the functionalities of the pipeline. We recommend using 
high-performance computing clusters when assembling and simulating from bigger datasets. 

The pipeline is divided into 3 parts:

1. [PART 1] Analysis of individuals' specific microbes abundances is computed. Individuals' metabolic diversity in relation to microbiota size and disease presence, as 
well as, classical multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on individuals' reaction repertoire are examples.

2. [PART 2]: 1 Constructing a global metabolic model (setup) containing all the microbes listed in the study. 2 Building individuals' specific models integrating 
abundance data retrieved from metagenomics. For each organism, reactions are coupled to their objective function. 

3. [PART 3] A specific range of growth is imposed for each microbiota model and Simulations under specific diet regimes are carried. Set of standard analysis to 
apply to the personalized models. PCA of computed MNPCs of individuals as for example.

USAGE

Normally, once provided all the input variables in the driver (StartMgPipe), the only action required is to run the driver itself. However, for this tutorial, we will disable the 
autorun functionality and compute each section manually. 

DRIVER

This file has to be modified by the user to launch the pipeline and to define inputs and outputs files and locations. 

Initialize the COBRA Toolbox

initCobraToolbox(false)	%don't	update	the	toolboxw

Prepare input data and models

We first set the paths to input and output files change directory to where the tutorial is located

tutorialPath	=	fileparts(which('tutorial_mgPipe'));
cd(tutorialPath);

We will use the AGORA resource (Magnusdottir et al., Nat Biotechnol. 2017 Jan;35(1):81-89) in this tutorial. AGORA version 1.02 is available at www.vmh.life. Download 
AGORA and place the models into a folder.

system('curl	-O	https://www.vmh.life/files/reconstructions/AGORA/1.02/Agora-1.02.zip')
unzip('Agora-1.02.zip','AGORA')
modPath	=	[tutorialPath	filesep	'AGORA'	filesep	'mat'];
%	path	where	to	save	results
mkdir('results');
resPath	=	[tutorialPath	filesep	'results'];

path to and name of the file with dietary information. Here, we will use an "Average European" diet that is located in the DietImplementation folder.

global	CBTDIR
dietFilePath=[CBTDIR	filesep	'papers'	filesep	'2018_microbiomeModelingToolbox'	filesep	'resources'	filesep	'AverageEuropeanDiet'];

Then we set the path and the name of the file from which to load the abundances. For this tutorial, to reduce the time of computations, we will use a reduced version of the 
example file (normCoverageReduced.csv) provided in the folder Resources: only 4 individuals and 30 strains will be considered. Plese, note that abundances are 
normalized to a total sum of one. 

abunFilePath=[CBTDIR	filesep	'tutorials'	filesep	'analysis'	filesep	'microbiomeModelingToolbox'	filesep	'normCoverageReduced.csv'];

Next inputs will define:

1. name of the objective function of organisms
2. format to use to save images
3. number of cores to use for the pipeline execution 
4. if to enable automatic detection and correction of possible bugs
5. if to enable compatibility mode 
6. if stratification criteria are available
7. if to simulate also a rich diet
8. if to use an external solver and save models with diet
9. the type of FVA function to use to solve 

The following setting should work for almost any system, but please check carefully to be sure these options are valid for you. A more detailed description of these 
variables is available in the documentation. 

The same inputs need to be set in the driver file StartMgPipe when running mgPipe outside of this tutorial or directly in the "initMgPipe" function.

name of the objective function of organisms

objre={'EX_biomass(e)'};

%	the	output	is	a	vectorized	picture,	change	to	'-dpng'	for	.png
figForm	=	'-depsc';

%	number	of	cores	dedicated	for	parallelization
numWorkers	=	2;
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%	autofix	for	names	mismatch
autoFix	=	true;	

%	if	outputs	in	open	formats	should	be	produced	for	each	section	
compMod	=	false;

%	if	documentation	(.csv)	on	stratification	criteria	is	available
indInfoFilePath='none';	

%	to	enable	also	rich	diet	simulations	
rDiet	=	false;	

%	if	to	use	an	external	solver	and	save	models	with	diet
extSolve	=	false;	

%	the	type	of	FVA	function	to	use	to	solve
fvaType	=	true;

%	to	turn	off	the	autorun	to	be	able	to	manually	execute	each	part	of	the	pipeline
autorun	=	false;	

[init,modPath,~,resPath,dietFilePath,abunFilePath,indInfoFilePath,objre,figForm,numWorkers,autoFix,compMod,rDiet,extSolve,fvaType,autorun]=	initMgPipe(modPath,	CBTDIR,	resPath,	dietFilePath,	abunFilePath,	indInfoFilePath,	objre,	figForm,	numWorkers,	autoFix,	compMod,	rDiet,extSolve,fvaType,autorun);

PIPELINE: [PART 1]

The number of organisms, their names, the number of samples and their identifiers are automatically detected from the input file. 

[patNumb,	sampName,	strains]	=	getIndividualSizeName(abunFilePath)

Now we detect from the content of the results folder if PART1 was already computed: if the associated file is already present in the results folder its execution is skipped 
else its execution starts

[mapP]	=	detectOutput(resPath,	'mapInfo.mat');

if	~isempty(mapP)
				s=	'mapping	file	found:	loading	from	resPath	and	skipping	[PART1]	analysis';
				disp(s)
				load(strcat(resPath,'mapInfo.mat'))
end

In case PART 1 was not computed we will compute it now. We will first load the models and create a cell array containing them. This cell array will be used as input by 
many functions in the pipeline. Any possible constraint from each model reactions will be removed. Moreover we will run and subsequentially plot the results of some 
analysis that are computed. The main outputs are:

1. Metabolic diversity The number of mapped organisms for each individual compared to the total number of unique reactions (extrapolated by the number of 
reactions of each organism).Please, note that bigger circles with a number inside represent overlapping individuals for metabolic diversity. 

2. Classical multidimensional scaling of each individual reactions repertoire

Other outputs computed during this phase are saved together with the previous ones into the .mat file called mapInfo.mat. If the compMod option is enabled (disabled 
here and by default in the mgPipe pipeline) these results are outputted as different .csv files. For simplicity reasons we will not discuss these additional outputs in this 
tutorial: for a description of them, please refer to the documentation. 

[mapP]	=	detectOutput(resPath,'mapInfo.mat')

if	isempty(mapP)
				%	Loading	models	
				models	=	loadUncModels(modPath,strains,objre);
				
				%	Computing	genetic	information
				[reac,micRea,binOrg,patOrg,reacPat,reacNumb,reacSet,reacTab,reacAbun,reacNumber]	=	getMappingInfo(models,abunFilePath,patNumb);
				writetable(cell2table(reacAbun,'VariableNames',['Reactions';sampName]'),strcat(resPath,'reactions.csv'));
				
				%	Plotting	genetic	information
				[PCoA]	=	plotMappingInfo(resPath,patOrg,reacPat,reacTab,reacNumber,indInfoFilePath,figForm,sampName,strains);	
				
				if	compMod	==	1
							mkdir(strcat(resPath,'compfile'))
							writetable([array2table(reac),array2table(reacTab,'VariableNames',sampName')],[resPath	'compfile'	filesep	'ReacTab.csv'])
							writetable(cell2table(reacSet,'VariableNames',sampName'),[resPath	'compfile'	filesep	'reacSet.csv'])
							writetable([array2table(strains),array2table(reacPat,'VariableNames',sampName')],[resPath	'compfile'	filesep	'ReacPat.csv'])
							csvwrite(strcat(resPath,'compfile/PCoA_tab.csv'),PCoA)
				end
				
				%Save	all	the	created	variables
				
				%Create	tables	and	save	all	the	created	variables
				reacTab=[array2table(reac),array2table(reacTab,'VariableNames',sampName')],[resPath	'compfile'	filesep	'ReacTab.csv'];
				reacSet=cell2table(reacSet,'VariableNames',sampName');
				reacPat=[array2table(strains),array2table(reacPat,'VariableNames',sampName')];
				
				save(strcat(resPath,'mapInfo.mat'))
end
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%end	of	trigger	for	Autoload

PIPELINE: [PART 2.1]

Checking consistency of inputs: if autofix == 0 halts execution with error msg if inconsistencies are detected, otherwise it really tries hard to fix the problem and continues 
execution when possible. 

[autoStat,fixVec,strains]=checkNomenConsist(strains,autoFix);

Now we detect from the content of the results folder If PART2 was already computed: if the associated file is already present in the results folder its execution is skipped 
else its execution starts

[mapP]=detectOutput(resPath,'Setup_allbacs.mat');

if	isempty(mapP)
				modbuild	=	1;
else
				modbuild	=	0;
				s=	'global	setup	file	found:	loading	from	resPath	and	skipping	[PART2.1]	analysis';
				disp(s)
end
%end	of	trigger	for	Autoload

A model joining all the reconstructions contained in the study will be created in this section. This model will be later used, integrating abundances coming from the 
metagenomic sequencing, to derive the different microbiota models. The result of this section will be automatically saved in the results folder. 

if	modbuild	==	1
			setup=fastSetupCreator(models,	strains,	{},objre)
			setup.name='Global	reconstruction	with	lumen	/	fecal	compartments	no	host';
			setup.recon=0;
			save(strcat(resPath,'Setup_allbacs.mat'),	'setup')
end

if	modbuild==0
				load(strcat(resPath,'Setup_allbacs.mat'))	
end

PIPELINE: [PART 2.2]

Now we will create the different microbiota models integrating the given abundances. Coupling constraints and personalized "cumulative biomass" objective functions are 
also added. Models that are already existent will not be recreated, and new microbiota models will be saved in the results folder. 

[createdModels]=createPersonalizedModel(abunFilePath,resPath,setup,sampName,strains,patNumb)

PIPELINE: [PART 3]

In this phase, for each microbiota model, a diet, in the form of set constraints to the exchanges reactions of the diet compartment, is integrated. Flux Variability analysis for 
all the exchange reactions of the diet and fecal compartment is also computed and saved in a file called "simRes". Specifically what computed and saved are:

1. ID a vector containing the names of metabolites for which FVA of exchange reactions was computed
2. fvaCt a cell array containing min flux trough uptake and max trough secretion exchanges (later used for computing NMPCs)
3. nsCT a cell array containing max flux trough uptake and min trough secretion exchanges
4. presol an array containing the value of objectives for each microbiota model with rich and selected diet
5. inFesMat cell array containing the names of the microbiota models that reported an infeasible status when solved for their objective 

[ID,fvaCt,nsCt,presol,inFesMat]=microbiotaModelSimulator(resPath,setup,sampName,dietFilePath,rDiet,0,extSolve,patNumb,fvaType)

Finally, NMPCs (net maximal production capability) are computed in a metabolite resolved manner and saved in a comma delimited file in the results folder. NMPCs 
indicate the maximal production of each metabolite and are computed as the absolute value of the sum of the maximal secretion flux with the maximal uptake flux. The 
similarity of metabolic profiles (using the different NMPCs as features) between individuals is also evaluated with classical multidimensional scaling. 

[Fsp,Y]=	mgSimResCollect(resPath,ID,sampName,rDiet,0,patNumb,indInfoFilePath,fvaCt,figForm);

Additionally, it is possible to retrieve and export, comprehensively, all the results (fluxes) computed during the simulations for a specified diet. Since FVA is computed on 
diet and fecal exchanges, every metabolite will have four different values for each individual, values corresponding min and max of uptake and secretion. 

[finRes]	=	extractFullRes(resPath,	ID,	'sDiet',	sampName,	fvaCt,	nsCt);
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Computation and analysis of microbe-microbe metabolic interactions

Note: This tutorial is a draft and needs completion. Contributions welcome!

Author: Almut Heinken, Molecular Systems Physiology Group, University of Luxembourg.

This tutorial demonstrates how to join a given list of microbial COBRA models in all possible combinations and compute the metabolic

interactions between the microbes depending on the implemented diet. Moreover, the tradeoff between the growth of different joined microbes is computed. The tutorial 
can be adapted to any number of AGORA models and dietary conditions analyzed.

We will use the AGORA resource (Magnusdottir et al., Nat Biotechnol. 2017 Jan;35(1):81-89) in this tutorial. Please download AGORA version 1.02  from https://vmh.life 
and place the models into a folder.

Define the path to the folder where you stored the AGORA models.

modelPath='YOUR_PATH_TO_AGORA/';

Import a file with information on the AGORA organisms including reconstruction names and taxonomy.

[~,infoFile,~]=xlsread('AGORA_infoFile.xlsx');

Initialize the COBRA Toolbox.

initCobraToolbox

Creation of pairwise models

For the sake of this tutorial, we will use ten random AGORA reconstructions from the info file.

modelList	=	infoFile(randi([2	length(infoFile)],1,10),1);

Uncomment the following line to join all AGORA reconstructions in all combinations. NOTE: this is very time-consuming due to the large  number of model combinations 
analyzed.

modelList=infoFile(2:end,1);

You may also enter a custom selection of AGORA reconstructions as a cell array named modelList.

Load the AGORA reconstructions to be joined.

for	i=1:size(modelList,1)
				load(strcat(modelPath,modelList{i,1},'.mat'));
				%	make	sure	the	fields	in	the	reconstruction	structure	are	in	the	correct
				%	format,	incorrect	format	causes	errors	when	joining	the	models
				model	=	convertOldStyleModel(model);
				inputModels{i,1}=model;
end

Let us define some parameters for joining the models. Set the coupling factor c, which defined how the flux through all reactions in a model is coupled to the flux through 
its biomass reaction. Allowed flux span through each reaction= -(c * flux(biomass)) to +(c * flux(biomass)).

c	=	400;

Set the threshold u, which defines the flux through each reaction that is allowed if flux through the biomass reaction is zero.

u	=	0;

Define whether or not genes from the models are merged and kept in the joined models. If set to true the joining is more time-consuming.

mergeGenes	=	false;

Define the number workers for parallel pool to allow parallel computing.Recommended if a large number of microbe models is computed. Set to zero if parallel computing 
is not available.

numWorkers	=	4;

Join the models in all possible combinations.

[pairedModels,pairedModelInfo]=joinModelsPairwiseFromList(modelList,inputModels,'c',c,'u',u,'mergeGenesFlag',mergeGenes,'numWorkers',numWorkers);

Computation of pairwise interactions

The interactions between all microbes joined in the first step will be simulated on given dietary conditions. Here, we will use four dietary conditions used in Magnusdottir et 
al., Nat Biotechnol. 2017.: Western Diet without oxygen, Western Diet with oxygen, High fiber diet without oxygen, and High fiber diet with oxygen. Let us define the input 
parameters for the simulation of pairwise interactions.

%	Name	the	four	dietary	conditions	that	will	be	simulated.
conditions	=	{'WesternDiet_NoOxygen','WesternDiet_WithOxygen','HighFiberDiet_NoOxygen','HighFiberDiet_WithOxygen'};

Define the corresponding constraints to implement for each diet. The input file needs to be a string array.
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dietConstraints{1}={'EX_fru[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_glc_D[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_gal[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_man[u]','-0.14899','1000'
dietConstraints{2}={'EX_fru[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_glc_D[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_gal[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_man[u]','-0.14899','1000'
dietConstraints{3}={'EX_fru[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_glc_D[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_gal[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_man[u]','-0.03947','1000'
dietConstraints{4}={'EX_fru[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_glc_D[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_gal[u]','-0.03947','1000';'EX_man[u]','-0.03947','1000'

NOTE: if you design your own diet, make sure that exchange reaction abbreviations correspond to the lumen exchanges in the joint models ('EX_compound[u]').

Define what counts as significant difference between single growth of the microbes and growth when joined with another microbe-here we choose 10%.

sigD	=	0.1;

Simulate the pairwise interactions on the four dietary conditions.

for	i	=	1:length(conditions)
				%	assign	dietary	constraints
				[pairwiseInteractions]=simulatePairwiseInteractions(pairedModels,pairedModelInfo,'inputDiet',dietConstraints{i},'sigD',sigD,'saveSolutionsFlag'
Interactions.(conditions{i})=pairwiseInteractions;
end

Analysis of computed pairwise interactions

The computed microbe-microbe interactions will be plotted by type and analyzed in the context of the taxonomy of the joined strains. There are six possible types of 
interactions total that can result in increased growth (+), no change in growth (=) or decreased growth (-) compared with the single condition for each joined microbe.

Competition  (-/-)
Parasitism   (+/-)
Amensalism   (=/-)
Neutralism   (=/=)
Commensalism (+/=)
Mutualism    (+/+)

This results in nine different outcomes total from the perspective of each joined microbe.

Plot the percentage of interactions computed.

figure('rend','painters','pos',[10	10	900	600])
typesIA=unique(pairwiseInteractions(2:end,10));
for	i	=	1:length(conditions)
				pairwiseInteractions=Interactions.(conditions{i});
				listIA=pairwiseInteractions(2:end,10);
				for	j=1:length(typesIA)
								dat(j)=sum(strcmp(listIA(:),typesIA{j}));
				end
				subplot(2,2,i)
				pie(dat)
				set(gca,'FontSize',10)
				h=title(conditions{i});
				set(h,'interpreter','none')
				title(conditions{i})
end
legend1=legend(typesIA);
set(legend1,'Position',[0.42	0.45	0.2	0.2],'FontSize',12)
suptitle('Percentage	of	computed	pairwise	interactions')

Next, the percentage of interactions will be calculated on different taxon levels (genus, family, order, class, phylum) using the taxon information contained in 
AGORA_infoFile.xlsx. Here, the interactions will be considered from the perspective of each joined microbe resulting in nine possible interactions total.

Calculate the percentage of interactions predicted for each taxon included in the list of microbes analyzed.

for	i	=	1:length(conditions)
				pairwiseInteractions=Interactions.(conditions{i});
				[InteractionsByTaxon]=calculateInteractionsByTaxon(pairwiseInteractions,infoFile);
				TaxonSummaries.(conditions{i})=InteractionsByTaxon;
end

Combine the four conditions into one structure.

InteractionsByTaxonCombined=struct;
for	i	=	1:length(conditions)
				InteractionsByTaxon=TaxonSummaries.(conditions{i});
				taxLevels=fieldnames(InteractionsByTaxon);
				if	i==1
								for	j=1:length(taxLevels)
												InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})=InteractionsByTaxon.(taxLevels{j});
												InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})(2:end,1)=strcat(InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})(2:end,1),'_',conditions{i});
								end
				else
								for	j=1:length(taxLevels)
												rowLength=size(InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j}),1);
												InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})=[InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j});InteractionsByTaxon.(taxLevels{j})(2:end,:)];
												InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})(rowLength+1:end,1)=strcat(InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{j})(rowLength+1:end,1),
								end
				end
end

Let us plot the distributions of interactions for all dietary conditions combined on the level of genera as an example. Note: The xticklabels/yticklabels function is only 
available in MATLAB R2016b or newer. Older versions of MATLAB will be unable to display the labels.
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for	i=5
				xlabels=InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{i})(1,2:end);
				ylabels=InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{i})(2:end,1);
				data=string(InteractionsByTaxonCombined.(taxLevels{i})(2:end,2:end));
				data=str2double(data);
				figure;
				imagesc(data)
				colormap('hot')
				colorbar
				set(gca,'xtick',1:length(xlabels));
				xticklabels(xlabels);
				set(gca,'ytick',1:length(ylabels));
				yticklabels(ylabels);
				xtickangle(90)
				set(gca,'TickLabelInterpreter',	'none');
				title(taxLevels{i})
end

Pareto optimality analysis

Another way to analyze the metabolic interactions between two microbes in Pareto optimality analysis. In this method, the tradeoff between two competing objectives (e.g., 
the biomasses of two joined microbes) is calculated. The resulting Pareto frontier depicts all possible outcomes of co-growth between the two microbes under the given 
constraints.

Let us compute the Pareto frontier for five randomly chosen pairs from the list of AGORA models.

modelInd	=	randi([2	length(infoFile)],2,5);

The Pareto frontier will be computed on the Western diet without oxygen.

dietConstraints{1}={'EX_fru[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_glc_D[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_gal[u]','-0.14899','1000';'EX_man[u]','-0.14899','1000'

By default, the points of the frontier will be generated at steps of 0.001.

dinc=0.001;

Perform the Pareto optimality analysis for the five pairs. The shape of the computed Pareto frontier, which represents all possible optimal solutions of simultaneously 
optimized growth, depends on the metabolic networks of the two joined microbes.

for	i=1:size(modelInd,2)
				load(strcat(modelPath,infoFile{modelInd(1,i),1},'.mat'));
				model	=	convertOldStyleModel(model);
				models{1,1}=model;
				bioID{1,1}=model.rxns(find(strncmp(model.rxns,'biomass',7)));
				nameTagsModels{1,1}=strcat(infoFile{modelInd(1,i),1},'_');
				load(strcat(modelPath,infoFile{modelInd(2,i),1},'.mat'));
				model	=	convertOldStyleModel(model);
				models{2,1}=model;
				nameTagsModels{2,1}=strcat(infoFile{modelInd(2,i),1},'_');
				bioID{2,1}=model.rxns(find(strncmp(model.rxns,'biomass',7)));
				[pairedModel]	=	createMultipleSpeciesModel(models,'nameTagsModels',nameTagsModels);
				[pairedModel]=coupleRxnList2Rxn(pairedModel,pairedModel.rxns(strmatch(nameTagsModels{1,1},pairedModel.rxns)),strcat(infoFile{modelInd(1,i),1},
				[pairedModel]=coupleRxnList2Rxn(pairedModel,pairedModel.rxns(strmatch(nameTagsModels{2,1},pairedModel.rxns)),strcat(infoFile{modelInd(2,i),1},
				pairedModel=useDiet(pairedModel,dietConstraints{1});
				[ParetoFrontier]	=	computeParetoOptimality(pairedModel,strcat(infoFile{modelInd(1,i),1},'_',bioID{1,1}),strcat(infoFile{modelInd(2,i),1},
end

Can you interpret the shapes of the five Pareto frontiers that were computed? Are there microbe pairs that are always competing with each other? Are there pairs in which 
one microbe can benefit the other at certain points in the curve and vice versa?
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Computation and analysis of rescued lethal gene deletions in a host-microbe model
Note: This tutorial is a draft and needs completion. Contributions welcome!

Author: Almut Heinken, Molecular Systems Physiology Group, University of Luxembourg.

Constraint-based modeling has useful applications for predicting the metabolic interactions between a mammalian host and its commensal gut microbes. For example, the 
potential of a human gut microbe to rescue lethal gene defects in the mouse has been predicted. Some of these rescued gene defects correspond to human inborn errors 
of metabolism (IEMs) (Heinken et al., Gut Microbes (2013) 4(1):28-40). A variety of IEMs are documented in human and can be browsed at 
https://www.vmh.life/#diseases.

This tutorial demonstrates how to predict the potential of a commensal gut microbe to rescue lethal gene deletions in a mammalian host. For this purpose, a microbe is 
joined with a mouse host.

We will use the AGORA resource (Magnusdottir et al., Nat Biotechnol. 2017 Jan;35(1):81-89) in this tutorial. Please download AGORA from 
https://www.vmh.life/#downloadview and place the models into a folder.

As the host model, the global mouse reconstruction (Sigurdsson et al., BMC Systems Biology (2010) 4:140) will be used. Please download the mouse reconstruction from 
https://wwwen.uni.lu/content/download/72950/917509/file/Mus_musculus_iSS1393.zip.

Define the path to the folder where you stored the AGORA models.

modelPath='YOUR_PATH_TO_AGORA/';

Initialize the COBRA Toolbox.

initCobraToolbox

Load the mouse reconstruction.

load('iSS1393.mat');
iSS1393=changeObjective(iSS1393,'biomass_mm_1_no_glygln');

Unify the metabolite nomenclature.

iSS1393.mets=strrep(iSS1393.mets,'-','_');

NOTE: Since dietary nutrients can also rescue many lethal gene defects, a diet reduced in nutrients will be used in this simulation to identify the effect of the microbes. Not  
all AGORA models are be able to grow on the  given diet. Due to this, only microbes that can grow on the reduced diet can be used. 

Define the reduced diet.

reducedDietConstraints={'EX_12dgr180[u]','-1','1000';'EX_26dap_M[u]','-1','1000';'EX_2dmmq8[u]','-1','1000';'EX_2obut[u]','-1','1000';'EX_3mop[u]'

Define an AGORA model that can grow on the reduced diet and will be joined with the mouse. 

microbeModel='Escherichia_coli_str_K_12_substr_MG1655';
models={};
nameTagsModels={};
bioID={};

load(strcat(modelPath,microbeModel,'.mat'));
model	=	convertOldStyleModel(model);
models{1,1}=model;
bioID{1,1}=model.rxns(find(strncmp(model.rxns,'biomass',7)));
nameTagsModels{1,1}=strcat(microbeModel,'_');
modelHost=iSS1393;
nameTagHost='Mouse_';

Join the microbe with the mouse.

[modelJoint]	=	createMultipleSpeciesModel(models,'nameTagsModels',nameTagsModels,'modelHost',modelHost,'nameTagHost',nameTagHost,'mergeGenesFlag'

Define the coupling parameters.

c=400;
u=0;
[modelJoint]=coupleRxnList2Rxn(modelJoint,modelJoint.rxns(strmatch(nameTagsModels{1,1},modelJoint.rxns)),strcat(nameTagsModels{1,1},bioID{1,1}),c,u);
[modelJoint]=coupleRxnList2Rxn(modelJoint,modelJoint.rxns(strmatch('Mouse_',modelJoint.rxns)),'Mouse_biomass_mm_1_no_glygln',c,u);

Some changes need to be made to the host model to constrain the body fluids compartment and the simulated intestinal barrier. This code needs to be adapted to each 
host since the IDs of created body fluid reactions may differ.

modelJoint	=	changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,modelJoint.rxns(strmatch('Mouse_EX_',modelJoint.rxns)),0,'l');
modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,'Mouse_EX_o2(e)b',-100,'l');

Make unidirectional transport lumen -> host extracellular space

modelJoint	=	changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,modelJoint.rxns(strmatch('Mouse_IEX',modelJoint.rxns)),0,'u');

Exception for metabolites host secretes into mucus/ lumen

modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,{'Mouse_IEX_chol[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_galam[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_fuc_L[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_etha[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_drib[u]tr'
modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,{'Mouse_IEX_no[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_n2m2nmasn[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_n2m2nmasn[u]tr';'Mouse_IEX_s2l2n2m2m[u]tr';

Implement the reduced diet.
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modelJoint=useDiet(modelJoint,reducedDietConstraints);

Run the prediction of rescued genes. This will take some time.

[OptSolKO,OptSolWT,OptSolRatio,RescuedGenes,fluxesKO]=computeRescuedGenes('modelJoint',modelJoint,'Rxn1','Mouse_biomass_mm_1_no_glygln','Rxn2'

Show the mouse genes that caused a lethal phenotype when deleted in germfree mouse but not in presence of the microbe:

RescuedGenes.Mouse_biomass_mm_1_no_glygln.RescuedLethalGenes

The gene identifiers  are NCBI Gene IDs and can be looked up to find the corresponding human genes and associated inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs). The reactions 
associated with the IEMs can subsequently be browsed at https://www.vmh.life/#diseases. For example, the gene 22247.1 encodes UMP synthase and its deletion can be 
resuced by the presence of E. coli. The corresponding IEM in human is orotic aciduria (https://www.vmh.life/#disease/OROA).

We will now identify the mechanisms of rescued KO phenotypes. Metabolites secreted by each species into the lumen may be taken up by the joined species and provide 
the metabolites that are essential due to the gene defect. To find the lumen exchange reactions of E. coli:

microbeExchanges=find(strncmp(modelJoint.rxns,strcat(microbeModel,'_IEX'),length(strcat(microbeModel,'_IEX'))));

Now, let us find out which of the metabolites secreted by E.coli was essential for rescuing the defect in mouse UMP synthase. 

[model,hasEffect,constrRxnNames,deletedGenes]	=	deleteModelGenes(modelHost,'22247.1');
constrRxnNames	=	strcat(nameTagHost,constrRxnNames);
modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,constrRxnNames,0,'b');
modelJoint=changeObjective(modelJoint,'Mouse_biomass_mm_1_no_glygln');
modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,strcat(nameTagHost,'ATPM'),0,'l');
modelJoint=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,strcat(nameTagsModels{1},'DM_atp_c_'),0,'l');

To print out the E. coli exchange that had to carry flux to rescue the orotic aciduria-like mouse phenotype, use the following code:

for	i=1:length(microbeExchanges)
				if	isempty(strfind(modelJoint.rxns{microbeExchanges(i)},'biomass'))
								%	prevent	secretion	flux	through	the	exchanges	one	by	one	while	predicting	mouse	biomass
								modelJointDel=changeRxnBounds(modelJoint,modelJoint.rxns{microbeExchanges(i)},0,'u');
								solution=solveCobraLP(modelJointDel);
								if	solution.obj<0.0000000001
												fprintf('%s	\n',modelJoint.rxns{microbeExchanges(i)},'	is	essential	for	rescuing	orotic	aciduria.')
								end
				end
end

Can you explain what you observe? You can look up the metabolite ID of the respective exchange at https://www.vmh.life. Hint: Check the description of orotic aciduria at 
https://www.vmh.life/#disease/OROA. Follow the external link to OMIM (Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man) to find more information.
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Appendix B

Supplementary material for Chapter 3

B.1 mgPipe tutorial
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mgPipe: from microbial community sequencing data to personalized microbiota metabolic models creation 
and interrogation 

Author: Federico Baldini, Molecular Systems Physiology Group, University of Luxembourg 

INTRODUCTION 

This tutorial shows the steps performed by mgPipe to retrieve reference-based microbial abundances from 
Illumina sequencing data of microbial communities and to create and interrogate personalized metabolic 
models of microbiota communities.  mgPipe can be used for 16S rRNA gene sequencing data as well as 
whole-genome sequencing data. mgPipe is divided into three parts:  

1. [PART1] Relative abundances with different taxonomic resolution (genus and species for 16S rRNA 
gene sequencing and strain for whole-genome sequencing) are retrieved from .fastQ files. 

2. [PART 2] Creation and interrogation of personalized microbiota metabolic models integrating 
relative abundances retrieved in the first step 

3. [PART 3] (Optional) Analysis of microbial abundances and modeling outputs.  

For the sake of this tutorial, we will download some data from two different studies one of which on 
Crohn’s Disease, namely PRJEB22832 and  SRP057027 available at EBI metagenomics 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/metagenomics/) and respectively produced using 16S rRNA gene sequencing and 
whole-genome sequencing techniques. We will download only a limited number of observations (four 
samples) with the only purpose of demonstrating the functionalities of the pipeline. Please note that the 
purpose of this tutorial in solely to demonstrate the functionalities of mgPipe and no biological 
interpretation should be extrapolated by the processed samples and the relative results. Furthermore, we 
recommend using high-performance computing clusters when assembling and simulating from bigger 
datasets. Please, before proceeding to the next sessions, make sure that you completed the mgPipe 
installation installing all the required dependencies and creating the necessary files as explained in the 
“Installation” and “mgPipe activation” chapters of the documentation.    

USAGE 

Normally, once completed the installation procedure and provided all the input variables in the input file 
(Input.csv), the only action required is to run the script Runner.sh using the so-called “passive mode” of 
execution of the pipeline. However, for this tutorial, we will not run mgPipe in passive mode, and we will 
use the active mode running each section of Runner.sh manually. This tutorial will be divided into two main 
sections, one for 16S rRNA gene sequencing and one for whole-genome sequencing. However, the majority 
of the steps will be common so we advise you to read the full document as we will initially describe the 
protocol for 16S rRNA gene sequencing and report only the different steps for whole-genome sequencing.  

16S rRNA GENE SEQUENCING 

For this tutorial, we will download samples from a small dataset available at EBI metagenomics. In this case, 
the study PRJEB22832 under the accession ERP104539 
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/PRJEB22832). As first step, please download and unzip all the 
sequences from the study (2 x 4 samples) and place them in a dedicated folder called, for example, 
“samples. 

Now we are ready to proceed with [PART 1] of the pipeline. Go to the mgPipe installation folder (where 
you cloned the repository) and open the csv file called Input.csv. As explained in the “Inputs” chapter of the 
documentation, this file will contain several inputs aiming to define:  

• type of microbial identification workflow: 16S or WGS/THR_WGS (whole genome sequencing) 
• path to the directory containing results 
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• path to the directory containing the sequencing files (.fastQ) 
• path to the directory containing MeFit files 
• path to the directory containing SPINGO files 
• number of cores dedicated for parallelization 
• name end (characters after the special _ character) of the forward .fastQ input files 
• name end (characters after the special _ character) of the reverse .fastQ input files 
• bootstrap threshold for 16S classification (default 0.8) 
• path to microbes metabolic models (AGORA strains or generated AGORA panSpecies) 
• path of the cloned folder 
• path and name of the file containing samples stratification information (optional) 
• path to bbmap folder (for whole-genome sequencing, WGS) 
• name of diet formulation to use (without file extension). Default is “AverageEuropeanDiet” 
• path to and name (version) of downloaded Trimmomatic .jar file (for THR_WGS) 
• name of Illumina adapter used (with file extension) (for THR_WGS) 

 

Please, edit the file Input.csv to enter your specific inputs, save and close it. In our case, considering the 
folders we prepared, or desktop power and the names of the sequences, the file will look like the following  

 

Now we are all set to start executing mgPipe and we will do this opening and pasting the commands of the 
script called Runner.sh. Please, press Ctrl - Alt + T or double click on the icon to open the Terminal and 
browse to the folder where mgPipe was installed using the “cd” command.   

> cd /yourfileSystem/fpipe 

The first command of the script Runner.sh will save the path of where the pipeline is (instPath) and will 
create a folder called “temp” where later on, the temporary folder where the inputs variables, after being 
imported in R and MATLAB will be saved into binary files. Execute: 
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The next lines of code will be importing inputs for the terminal parsing them from Input.csv. A description 
of each of these variables is available in the documentation. Execute:  
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As a demonstration of the results of the mentioned chunk of code, one could execute the command 

> echo $inPath 

Retrieving the path to our directory where we placed the downloaded fastQ files. This indicates us, that the 
inputs were properly loaded in the terminal environment.  

Now we will create R and MATLAB inputs: the following command will execute a script that will launch R 
and MATLAB and save input variables into binary files storing them into the temp folder. 

 

The next chunk of code, according to the type of input and data nature, will run a different workflow. In our 
case, the 16S protocol will be executed. As explained by the comments next to the code, initially two 
folders will be created: a folder “Merged” where to store merged forward and reverse reads and a folder 
where to store classification results for each sample “Classified”. After that, the 16S rRNA gene sequencing 
workflow will be executed. Briefly, for each sample forward and reverse reads are merged and quality 
filtered, and the merged sequences taxonomically classified. Finally, an R script parses the classification 
results for each sample and creates relative abundances tables for different taxonomic resolution and a 
relative abundance file based on the species present in our metabolic resource (AGORA). 

 

After this part is executed, the result folder should contain a file called genusMap.csv with relative 
abundances at genus taxonomic resolution, a file called speciesMap.csv with relative abundances at species 
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taxonomic resolution, and a file called normCoverage.csv with relative abundances including only the 
species contained in the AGORA resource. 

The next step, using the AGORA specific relative abundances, will be running the personalized modeling 
creation and interrogation part from The Microbiome Modeling Toolbox [PART 2].   

 

This command will run a specific MATLAB script that loads the inputs and launche the automated mgPipe.m 
module of the Microbiome Modeling Toolbox. Initially, reactions abundance will be computed accounting, 
in a continuous way, for microbial reaction content in each sample. After that, a global community model 
will be created (Setup.mat), then, integrating the relative abundances information, personalized modes for 
each sample will be created (microbiota_model_xxxx.mat) and interrogated for their secretion profiles 
(NMPCs). The metabolite resolved metabolic profiles will be saved in the file called standard.csv.     

To recapitulate, the main outputs produced and saved in the results folder are: 

• genusMap.csv -> relative abundances at genus taxonomic resolution 
• speciesMap.csv -> relative abundances at species taxonomic resolution 
• normCoverage.csv -> AGORA matched species relative abundances 
• reactions.csv -> reaction abundances 
• standard.csv -> reaction abundances 

One can decide to take these files separately and run any statistical analysis using his/her favorite set of 
analysis. By default, individuals plots of metabolic diversity in relation to microbiota size as well as Classical 
multidimensional scaling (PCoA) on individuals reaction repertoire and metabolic profiles (NMPCs) are also 
computed and saved in this part (see documentation). Optionally, the user can decide to run [PART 3] 
providing a file containing information on sample stratification. The code to run [PART 3] is embedded at 
the end of Runner.sh and can be executed pasting the following chunk of code: 
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In this case, since we have no information on sample stratification, statistical analysis will not run, and no 
report will be produced. We will see in the next session an example of a generated report with [PART 3] 
stratification analysis.  

WHOLE GENOME SEQUENCING (WGS) 

For this tutorial, we will download four samples from a dataset available at EBI metagenomics. In this case, 
the study SRP057027 on pediatric Crohn’s disease patients. The selected samples are SRR2145316 and 
SRR2145317 for the patients, while SRR2145359 and SRR2145371 were selected for the controls.  
(https://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena/data/view/SRRXXX) 

As first step, please download and unzip all the sequences from the study (2 x 4 samples) and place them in 
a dedicated folder. In our case, the dedicated folder is called “samples_wgs”. Then place into the same 
folder the indexed reference genome files “joined_genomes.fasta”, the human genome files, 
(https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1-iZt0teOg2YHyOPVuv3KXuuT9nZeeyDa?usp=sharing), and the 
adapters files (https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/19Tso01988X7032VaToQQZtt5O2-
Vtk2V?usp=sharing) . As a final operation, since a stratification criteria is possible (Healthy vs. Crohn’s 
Disease) we need to specify labels for each of the four observations. For this example, a file containing an 
example of a stratification file is contained in the folder “examples”.  

Now we are ready to proceed with [PART 1] of the pipeline. Go to the mgPipe installation folder (where 
you cloned the repository) and open the csv file called Input.csv. We already explained in the previous 
paragraph of this tutorial (16S rRNA GENE SEQUENCING) what the different variables mean. Please, edit the 
file Input.csv to enter your specific inputs, save and close it. In our case, considering the folders we 
prepared, or desktop power and the names of the sequences, the file will look like the following: 
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Please note that the first input (“Workflow”) that defines the protocol uses for whole genome sequencing 
can be “WGS” or “THR_WGS” depending on the type of input sequences. The difference is that using the 
“THR_WGS” input additional preprocessing steps such as sequences trimming (with adapters removal) and 
host sequences removal are performed. As these steps are commonly performed by sequencing centers, 
ask your sequencing center if they already performed them. For the purpose of this tutorial, considering 
exclusively the time of processing we will use the “WGS” input.  

We can now process [PART1] as written in Runner.sh. The steps to follow are the ones that we already 
described these steps in the previous chapter of this tutorial, the only difference is the workflow that will 
be executed. Given the input “WGS” the 16S rRNA gene sequencing workflow will not run; the whole 
genome sequencing workflow will be launched by the last lines of the [PART1] code contained in Runner.sh 

After this part is executed, the lines of code corresponding to [PART2] can be executed as showed in the 
previous chapter.  
Once again, the main outputs of the first two parts will be the following: 

• normCoverage.csv -> AGORA matched species relative abundances 
• reactions.csv -> reaction abundances 
• standard.csv -> reaction abundances 

Now we are ready to execute [PART 3].  
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This time a stratification file is present and analysis based on each observation labels will run. An 
automatically generated report SLW_analysis.pdf will be stored in the results folder (resPath). The report 
consists of the concatenation of different analysis explained by text and related figures. Additionally, a 
folder containing the different figures of the report called “figure” will be created in the pipeline folder.  
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Appendix C

Supplementary material for Chapter 4

C.1 Extended information on the simulations

C.1.1 Mapping detected species on the gut microbial reconstruction
collection

Currently, strain-specificmetabolic reconstructions have been published for 819 gutmicrobes,
named the AGORA collection [1-3], corresponding to 646 species. In the analyses data-set
of the current study (n=309), 515 species were detected at least in 5% of the stools samples,
243 overlapped with AGORA. A total of 125 species were detected in at least 50% of the
samples with an overlap of 87 AGORA species. Thus, 70% of the identified species were
covered by the AGORA selection C.1. We conclude that our AGORA collection covers most
of the frequently found species in our data set.

Table C.1: Number of species present in AGORA in dependency on the number of detected
species in at least 5,50%,75%, and 100% of the samples.

C.1.2 Generation of personalized models
As a next step, we generated a generic microbiomemetabolic reconstruction consisting of 257
microbial metabolic reconstructions, after removing all species that had a relative abundance
below 1e-4. This generic microbiome reconstruction was then personalized to each sample
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by eliminating all species in a sample below this threshold and by adjusting the community
biomass reaction coefficients to the normalized relative abundance data, as obtained with
Spingo [4]. In absence of personal nutrition information, an average European diet was used
to constrain each microbiome model[3, 5]. In average, the personalized microbiome models
contained 67 species, 77,390 (non-unique) reactions, and 69,265 (non-unique) metabolites
C.2. Furthermore, on average, the microbiome models covered 2,727 unique reactions and
67 species (Table B). The number of unique reactions, total reactions and total metabolites
was slightly higher in PD in comparison with controls.

Table C.2: Personalized model characteristics.

C.1.3 Supplementary figures

Figure C.1: Lactobacillus relative abundance positively correlated with the duration of the
disease (FDR<0.05).
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C.2 Supplementary tables

C.2.1 Supplementary table 1
Supplementary table 1 available on request

C.2.2 Supplementary table 2
Supplementary table 2 available on request

C.2.3 Supplementary table 3
Supplementary table 3 available on request

C.2.4 Supplementary table 4
Supplementary table 4 available on request
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